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Executive Summary 
 
In conducting our research, we focused on the strategic relationship between India and the United States                
(U.S.) through a series of geographic lenses, namely the Middle East and the Asia-Pacific regions. We                
chose these two regions not only because they directly surround India, but also due to the fact that nations                   
within them serve as filters and intermediaries for interests stemming from other regions, most notably               
Europe, the Americas, and Russia. Within each of these regions, we chose countries of strategic               
significance and presence on the international stage, especially from a U.S. perspective. Our research on               
the Middle East centered around Pakistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and Turkey. Meanwhile, in the               
Asia-Pacific we studied the U.S. and Indian relationships with China, Japan, South Korea, Indonesia, and               
the Philippines.  
 
With respect to each of these ten Middle Eastern and Asia-Pacific countries, we first examined the                
relationship of that state with India, then the relationship of that state with the U.S., and finally the                  
opportunities for cooperation between India and the U.S. vis-à-vis that third state. In doing so, we sought                 
to discern what India’s strategy is in dealing with each state and its larger grand strategy towards both the                   
Middle East and Asia-Pacific. We wished to find areas in which Indian and American interests aligned                
and provide recommendations for how the U.S. can better work with India to further its economic,                
diplomatic, and military interests. 
 
India’s grand strategy towards the Middle East as we see it revolves around at least four major goals. The                   
first goal is contain, deter, and weaken its primary rival in the region, Pakistan. In order to gain the upper                    
hand, India has been and will continue to explore drawing wedges between Pakistan and countries               
friendly with Pakistan - namely Saudi Arabia, China, and the U.S. - through both economic and                
diplomatic means. Should the U.S. seriously consider drawing considerably closer to India in the coming               
years, it must seriously re-evaluate its current relationship which Pakistan, which India views as its main                
geopolitical adversary. 
 
Second, India looks to ensure a steady stream of fossil fuels from the oil and gas fields of the Middle East                     
to the Indian homeland to bolster India’s continuing economic growth. India has been purchasing fossil               
fuels from both Saudi Arabia and Iran, the Middle East’s two primary regional powers and potential                
hegemons. Thus far, India has been buying a significantly larger share of its fossil fuels from Saudi                 
Arabia than it has been from Iran, suggesting a preference for the former over the latter. This must factor                   
into U.S. foreign policy towards Saudi Arabia, Iran, and the Middle East more generally. 
 
Third, India is starting to eye Central Asia as a critical region economically. However, India realizes that                 
geography - namely, that Pakistan stands in between India and its most direct route to Central Asia -                  
hinders its ability to penetrate the region. In pursuit of Central Asian resources and markets, India has                 
been eyeing Iran as a means through which it circumvent Pakistan’s geographic stranglehold. Most              
notably, in early 2016 India and Iran struck a deal to develop a port in the Iranian city of Chabahar, which                     
will facilitate the Indian penetration of Central Asian gas reserves and markets while bypassing Pakistan.  
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Finally, as one would expect from a rising power, India is looking to grow stronger militarily. India has                  
been increasingly eyeing Israel, the country with the most advanced military in the Middle East, as a                 
source of arms and advanced technology. In recent years, New Delhi and Jerusalem have grown               
increasingly close. 
 
As such, our policy recommendations as to what the U.S. strategy towards India and the Middle East                 
should be going forward revolve around three central principles. The first recommendation is the most               
important. Given that India has viewed Pakistan as its primary adversary for decades and will continue to                 
have this perspective into the foreseeable future, India will inevitably be quite suspicious of a U.S. with a                  
strong relationship with Pakistan. The current U.S.-Pakistani relationship is surely not one of boundless              
love and is fraught with tensions, but it is still relatively robust from an Indian perspective. Thus, given                  
that we think that it is desirable that the U.S. move closer to India due to its status as a rising Asian power                       
with immense economic and military potential, we urge that the U.S. increasingly shift itself away from                
Pakistan and towards India. We do not advise completely abandoning the Pakistani alliance; but              
Washington must realize that India views any substantial U.S.-Pakistani relationship as a stumbling block              
between what could be a warmer friendship between Washington and New Delhi. 
 
Second, it is critical that the U.S. pull India away from Iran. As explained below, this can primarily be                   
achieved by diplomatic and economic means. The Indian-Iranian relationship is not tremendously robust             
at the moment, but the Chabahar deal is a sign that a stronger relationship could be on the horizon, as are                     
India’s economic bonds with Iran. We make this recommendation with the corollary that we believe that a                 
U.S.-Iranian rapprochement is unwise due to Iran’s continued sponsorship of terror and the threat Iran               
poses to Israel, Saudi Arabia, and other key American allies in the Middle East, among other reasons.                 
Washington should continue viewing Tehran with immense suspicion.  
 
In the same vein, just as the U.S. should urge India to stay away from Iran, the U.S. should pull India                     
towards an American-led alliance system in the Middle East, the pillars of which should be India, Saudi                 
Arabia, Israel, and, to a lesser extent, Turkey. In the Israeli and Turkish cases, this will first involve                  
Washington repairing its somewhat damaged friendships with Jerusalem and Ankara in the coming years.              
Such an alliance will serve U.S. interests in the region and should be a major short-to-medium term goal                  
for Washington. 
 
In the Asia-Pacific, China serves as the geopolitical centerpiece and strategic heavyweight. China dictates              
the parameters of India’s political, military, and economic ties throughout the region. China’s economic              
might coupled with its burgeoning military power serves as a direct challenge to U.S. and Indian interests                 
in the region. Ultimately we believe that India’s main long-term strategic goal in the region is monitoring                 
the Chinese-Pakistani relationship. Increasing ties between China and Pakistan could leave India            
surrounded by hostile powers. Therefore, the U.S. should pursue a strategy of facilitating and bolstering               
diplomatic and economic relationships based on cooperation and trade with and between major East              
Asian countries, including India. A priority for Washington should be crafting a ring of allies from New                 
Delhi to Tokyo, running through Jakarta, Manila, and Seoul, aimed at curtailing Chinese designs in East                
Asia. This alliance should be backed by American military, diplomatic, and economic power. The U.S.               
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must utilize India in order to curtail China’s rise, enforcing a balance of power and preventing the rise of                   
a unipolar China.  
  
China features heavily in India’s adversarial relationship with Pakistan, its neighbor to the west. China               
has aligned itself with Pakistan on several political issues relating to India, such as territorial claims in the                  
Kashmir region. A strong axis of power stretching between China and Pakistan (it is worth remembering                
that both are nuclear powers) would put India in a geographic chokehold politically and militarily. 
 
In response to this Indo-Chinese animosity, the primary U.S. strategic aim in Asia should be to engage                 
with India, Japan, and South Korea as a leader of future economic agreements. A new Pacific economic                 
agreement led by the U.S. and India would serve as a crucial counterweight to China’s Regional                
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) free trade agreement. The absence of a U.S.-backed free             
trade agreement in the region could essentially cede regional hegemony to China.  
 
Additionally, the current reliance by China on the Strait of Malacca for much of its commerce and oil                  
imports presents a key strategic opportunity for India, in conjunction with the U.S., to have a more robust                  
naval presence in the region. Exercise Malabar, a joint naval exercise between the U.S., Japan, and India,                 
is an example of a format for more military integration and interoperability in the future. The notion of a                   
more defined and extensive military relationship between the U.S. and India holds weight not just               
economically, but also strategically as it increases the stability of the Asia-Pacific region. The U.S.               
currently relies on Japan for much of its forward deployment of naval and air assets in the Asia-Pacific,                  
but bringing India into the fold could be effective in helping to curtail the territorial advances and                 
aggression displayed by Beijing in areas such as the South China Sea in recent years.  
 
The overarching theme and driving force throughout the East Asia region is the economic              
interdependence of various nations. This interdependence should have a pacific effect on the potential for               
conflict or hostilities between nations such as China and India. However, the gradual expansion of               
China’s reach in East Asia is a cause for concern and requires the U.S. partnering with India and                  
encouraging New Delhi to take on a more assertive role in the region alongside Tokyo, Seoul, and others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Editors’ Note: The vast majority of the research and analysis included in this brief was written before                 
Donald Trump’s inauguration on January 20, 2017. As a result, the sections discussing U.S. policies               
towards select countries are written primarily with a consideration of the policies of President Barack               
Obama (and previous American presidents) towards those countries, not those of Mr. Trump. 
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Part 1: India, the United States, and  
the Middle East 
 
India-Pakistan Relations 
 
In 1947, Great Britain divided the Indian subcontinent into India, which was secular but mostly Hindu,                
and Pakistan, which was mostly Muslim.1 The partition sparked an enormous mass migration, provoked              
widespread riots and set the stage for decades of antagonism between the two nations. The first war                 
between India and Pakistan -- a dispute over sovereignty of the border region of Kashmir -- was fought                  
less than a year after partition. Though Kashmir and the adjacent region of Jammu officially became a                 
part of India in 1954, disputes, both hot and cold, between India and Pakistan over these regions continue                  
to this day. Most recently, at least 18 Indian soldiers and at least 2 Pakistani soldiers were killed in clashes                    
in late September of 2016.2 

 
Nonetheless, there is some history of diplomatic collaboration between India and Pakistan, such as in               
1963, when they held talks regarding Kashmir (although no conclusion was reached).3 In the early 1990s,                
several agreements were signed regarding the use of chemical weapons and advance warning of military               
exercises. Furthermore, two large accords have been signed between the two countries. In the 1972 Simla                
Agreement, both countries agreed to "put an end to the conflict and confrontation that have hitherto                
marred their relations and work for the promotion of a friendly and harmonious relationship and the                
establishment of a durable peace in the subcontinent." 4 Moreover, in the the 1999 Lahore Declaration,               
India and Pakistan reaffirmed their commitment to the Simla Agreement, and the establishment of              
“confidence building measures.”5 
 
Still, despite these attempts at peaceful diplomacy, conflicts have continued to occur between the two               
nations. In 2016, India went so far as to call Pakistan “the Ivy League of terrorism” at the United Nations                    
(UN).6 In spite of these extremely strained relations and recurring wars, both India and Pakistan have                
preserved their embassies in each others’ countries, demonstrating that diplomatic ties, however minimal,             
have not completely dissolved.  
 
In terms of global alliances, India and Pakistan are increasingly diverging. According to many, Pakistan is                
increasingly turning towards Russia for support, while India draws ever closer to the U.S.7  
 
Despite the mutual animosity between India and Pakistan, trade between the South Asian giants currently               
sits at around $4 billion a year. Longstanding cultural conflicts have led to much lower trade than would                  
be otherwise anticipated: experts estimate that actual trade potential between the two countries could              
potentially sit around $40 billion.8 Critical, however, was Pakistan’s granting to India MFN (most favored               
nation) status in 2011. This agreement helped eliminate a list that only allowed trade of 2000 specified                 
items, and ended all trade restrictions by 2012. In response, many experts hope that India will                
subsequently agree to offer lower tariff rates to Pakistan. Still, although trade is beginning to open up                 
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again, significant tensions threaten to derail growing economic ties. These include the political rifts              
between the countries mentioned above, along with the ethno-religious rifts between largely-Hindu India             
and largely-Muslim, which have only grown in the past decades. 
 
Remarkably, though, despite the ongoing conflict, India and Pakistan have very similar cultures,             
underpinned by similar language and histories (including a shared history of British imperial rule). In               
1947, the Punjab region was split into Pakistan and India, and today the Punjabi people make up the                  
majority in Pakistan, comprising about 45% of the population.9 The Punjabi people also make up a large                 
portion of the northern Indian population.  
 
US-Pakistan Relations 
 
The U.S. and Pakistan have upheld diplomatic relations since the formation of the modern state of                
Pakistan in 1947.10 Despite substantial security cooperation and economic ties between the two countries,              
the relationship between the two countries is remarkably complex11 and has more often than not been                
underscored by a grave mistrust and divergent interests for the past few decades.  
 
Looking at the recent history of the relationship, after the September 11 attacks in 2001, the U.S. and                  
Pakistan started coordinating very closely in combatting terrorism.12 However, relations then strained            
when the Pakistani government seemingly turned a blind eye to Osama Bin Laden’s presence in their                
country. The complexity of the relationship is exemplified by the fact that Pakistan then actually assisted                
the U.S. in its 2011 raid on Bin Laden’s compound. As articulated by the Brookings Institution, it is as                   
though the U.S. and Pakistan “are stuck in the geostrategic equivalent of a bad marriage - in a land with                    
no allowance for divorce.”13 
 
Most recently, Pakistani Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz and former U.S. Secretary of State                
John Kerry met on February 29, 2016 in Washington, D.C. to convene the sixth ministerial-level               
Pakistan-U.S. Strategic Dialogue.14 This dialogue reaffirmed the need for a robust, bilateral relationship             
and focused on several core areas of cooperation: 1) Energy; 2) Security, Strategic Stability, and               
Nonproliferation; 3) the Defense Consultative Group; 4) Law Enforcement and Counterterrorism; 5)            
Economics and Finance; and 6) Education, Science, and Technology. Additionally, the U.S. Congress             
passed the Enhanced Partnership With Pakistan Act in October 2009. This reaffirms the U.S.’              
commitment to cooperation with Pakistani civilian institutions.  
 
There is considerable security and defense cooperation between the U.S. and Pakistan, which supports              
regional security and counterterrorism. The U.S.’s main assistance to Pakistan comes in the form of               
counterterrorism support.15 The U.S. supports Pakistan’s Armed Forces in their counterinsurgency           
operations taking place in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and in their disruption of               
militant networks.16 According to the U.S. State Department, both sides understand the importance of a               
continued bilateral relationship in this realm.17 Furthermore, while Pakistan is not an official member of               
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), it is one of the countries outside of the Atlantic                
community with which the alliance has developed relations with. These relations began developing in              
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2005 after Pakistan suffered a devastating earthquake and NATO deployed massive aid to assist Pakistan               
in its recovery efforts. Political dialogue has since intensified and focuses largely on narcotics trafficking               
in Afghanistan. Additionally, military consultations, as well as selected training and education courses for              
Pakistani officers, have been offered by NATO.18 
 
Turning to economics, as of 2015, the U.S. was Pakistan’s largest bilateral trading partner19 accounting               
for 16% of Pakistan’s exports and $1.20 billion of its imports, as well as one of the top sources of foreign                     
direct investment to Pakistan, with $209 million in fiscal year 2015. As part of the latest U.S.-Pakistan                 
Strategic Dialogue, a commitment was made to expand trade between the nations and accelerate              
Pakistan’s economic growth.20 Core catalysts for economic growth and modernization of the economy             
will be better technology, improved business climate, entrepreneurship, enhanced worker’s rights and            
more opportunities for women to enter the workforce.21 In line with these objectives, the U.S.-Pakistan               
Women’s Council harnesses the private sectors of both nations in order to foster women’s economic               
advancement. 
 
Despite significant security cooperation and economic bonds, there is a lack of trust between the               
American and Pakistani populations. According to the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, a recent poll              
showed that an increasing number of Pakistani citizens consider the U.S. an enemy, and that 92%                
disapprove of the country’s leadership. This demonstrates what is commonly referred to as a “trust               
deficit.”22 Initiatives have been spearheaded in order to bridge this gap. For example, Pakistan is currently                
the largest recipient of the U.S. Educational Foundation's Fulbright Program in the world.23 Cultural              
exchanges also occur both through unofficial as well as official channels. For example, in March 2016, a                 
delegation of Pakistani musicians presented a traditional music showcase at the SXSW music festival in               
Austin, Texas, and in September 2016, the U.S. Embassy in Islamabad unveiled a new art collection                
showcasing the best in Pakistani and American talent.24 Still, mistrust persists.  
 
As such, the U.S.-Pakistan relationship is fraught with complexities. Despite relatively strong security and              
economic ties, a lack of trust and uncertainty characterizes the relationship.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Pakistan 
 
The U.S. and India have both historically had tumultuous diplomatic relations with Pakistan. However, in               
the past few years it seems that the U.S. has managed to approach normalizing its relations with the                  
country, especially with the convening of the sixth ministerial-level Pakistan-U.S. Strategic Dialogue in             
February 2016. Still, with India having recently referred to Pakistan as belonging to the “Ivy League of                 
terrorism,”25 these two countries at least clearly do not appear to be on a conciliatory path.  
 
There could perhaps be some opportunity for strategic dialogue between India and Pakistan mediated              
through the U.S., should the American relationship with Pakistan remain stable over the coming years and                
should Pakistan continue to collaborate with the U.S. in the fight against terrorism. We recommend               
pursuing this approach. However, the U.S. must be cognizant that any missteps made in this process have                 
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the potential to lead to serious tensions between the three countries that would erase any progress the talks                  
had achieved.  
 
Critically, the U.S. must be aware that in all likelihood, should it desire more intimate ties with India, it                   
will not be possible for the U.S. to also enjoy close ties with Pakistan at the same time due to the historic                      
and enduring hostility and mutual suspicion between India and Pakistan. We recommend the US              
increasingly side with India. As discussed above, the American-Pakistani relationship is already arduous.             
More importantly, India is a rising power, and the U.S. does not want to be caught on the wrong side of                     
seismic shift in the balance of power in Asia.  
 
Moreover, in terms of global alliances, India and Pakistan are increasingly diverging. Although Pakistan              
is one of the countries outside of the Atlantic community with which NATO has developed relations,                
according to many, Pakistan is increasingly turning towards Russia, one of America’s main global              
adversaries, for support. And there seems to be little opportunity for the U.S, India and Pakistan to all be                   
on the same side of an alliance given the deep animosity between India and Pakistan.  
 
That being said, it is important that the U.S. attempt to maintain a stable diplomatic relationship with                 
Pakistan, especially as Islamic extremism continues to flourish in South Asia, and as narcotics trafficking               
remains a serious problem in the region. While the U.S. should not sacrifice its rapprochement with India                 
at the expense of appeasing Pakistan, it should consider how its actions have the potential to impact an                  
ally, however difficult an ally that is.  
 
Should Pakistan act aggressively towards the U.S. or a NATO ally, the U.S. could capitalize on its                 
relationship with India, using that country as a regional ally. If Pakistan supports or fails to condemn                 
terrorism, the U.S. could collaborate with India to gain intelligence that would prove useful in finding                
terrorist cells and networks. The U.S. and India should begin formulating policies for intelligence sharing,               
in anticipation of such situations.  
 
The U.S. and India can also work to ensure stability in India’s neighborhood through economic               
cooperation. As of 2015, the U.S. was Pakistan’s largest bilateral trading partner.26 India also has               
significant trading interests in Pakistan, although this trade has predictably been significantly dampened             
by sour relationship between India and Pakistan. In order to secure more stability in the region, the U.S.                  
and India should both seek to increase foreign direct investment (FDI) into South Asia. A more                
prosperous Pakistan will be more stable and less of a safe haven for drug trafficking and terrorism.  
 
The U.S. should also be aware of culture and religion when approaching the Indo-Pakistani relationship.               
Cultural rifts between India and Pakistan, and increasingly between the U.S. and Pakistan, threaten to               
derail peace-seeking cooperative efforts between both nations. Being a largely Muslim nation, Pakistan             
would view any implemented anti-Islamic policies in the U.S. as a threat to its own security. With a                  
significant amount of political change currently occurring in the U.S., the U.S. should first consider these                
global impacts before implementing any unfavorable domestic policies. Similarly, India should seek to             
support more cultural understanding with Pakistan to ensure lasting peace with its neighbor. Cultural rifts,               
now harming peaceful relations, could be the key to unlocking lasting peace in the region. 
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Thus, we believe that although the U.S. should not sacrifice its relationship with Pakistan to come closer                 
to India, the U.S. should lean more towards the latter than the former. The U.S. can cooperate with India                   
in the departments of security, economics, and culture to create a more stable and prosperous South Asia.  
 
India-Iran Relations 
 
The relationship between India and Iran appears as one where there is much in common, with several                 
interests in alignment. The interactions between the two countries on a diplomatic, cultural, economic and               
security level are indeed largely positive. But the relationship is more complex than it seems. Overall, the                 
multifaceted relationship revolved around Indian intent as establishing itself as a diplomatic and economic              
power in Central Asia. Cultivating close ties with Iran, with its key geostrategic position, could enable                
India to do so while bypassing Pakistan.  
 
The diplomatic relationship between India and Iran is not simply one based on goodwill gestures, but                
involves an Indian intent in establishing itself in Central Asia. Independent India and Iran established               
diplomatic links on March 15, 1950, after sharing a border for centuries until 1947.27 Iran and India have a                   
history of receiving high-level visits from officials since establishing diplomatic communications, with            
visits from the respective heads of state and heads of government occurring in the late 1950s, 1970s and                  
1990s.28 Several government offices from both countries regularly consult with each other concerning             
domestic and regional issues. In May of 2016, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi made a historic visit                 
to Iran, meeting with several Iranian ministers, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, and Iranian Supreme              
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.29 
 
India intends to develop stronger diplomatic ties with Iran in order to gain a stronger level of influence in                   
a region, Central Asia, in which it has historically been influential. A warm relationship with Iran, a                 
Central Asian, as well as Middle Eastern, power, would serve this aim well. However, India has still                 
generally found it difficult to cultivate ties with Iran due to the contradictory relationships that India and                 
Iran have with other nations, and India’s vote against Iran’s nuclear record at the International Atomic                
Energy Agency (IAEA).30 The way forward is thus uncertain. 
 
Shared cultural elements, mainly relating to religion, point to both opportunities and possibilities for              
friction between India and Iran. Historically speaking, the northern region of India has had a cultural                
connection to Iran. According to Vinay Kaura, writing in The Diplomat, “The use of the Persian language                 
at the Moghul courts is just one example of Iranian cultural influence in north India.”31 In addition, around                  
seven million Indians work in the Middle East, and India itself holds a significant population of Shia                 
Muslims.32 This is significant in that Iran is the dominant Shia power in the Middle East. India, however,                  
has significantly more Sunni Muslims than it does Sunni Muslims. The presence of both Sunnis and Shias                 
in India make the Indian government sensitive toward any Shia-Sunni tensions in the Middle East,               
possibly involving Iran, that could leak into India.33 The cultural connection that India shares with Iran                
seems to be over-factored in terms of their current relationship, but it is one of importance as India seeks                   
to find influence in Central Asia through its link with Iran.  
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From an economic perspective, India has long seen Iran as a necessary economic partner. Iran is a                 
significant oil exporter for India, even as Iran’s share of oil trading has dropped relative to other countries.                  
In addition, while India is increasingly consuming natural gas, it does not import natural gas from Iran,                 
and it is possible that such trade may happen in the future.34 India thus sees Iran as partner, both current                    
and potential, in its energy needs. 
 
India’s main incentive for an economic connection to Iran is for it to serve as a major transit route into                    
Central Asia, as a route going through Pakistan does not seem obtainable.35 In 2016 India and Iran struck                  
a deal to develop a port in the Iranian city of Chabahar, and new roads will be built alongside it, allowing                     
India to avoid Pakistan by sea. With an entryway into Central Asia, combined with a growing domestic                 
demand for natural gas consumption, India finds itself in a potentially advantageous position where it can                
access Iranian and Central Asian gas reserves.36 Overall, India’s relationship with Iran is mostly based in                 
the economics of trade and energy. 
 
Militarily, India avoids military cooperation with Iran, due to India’s relations with the U.S. This lack of                 
cooperation seems to be a strain in the Indian-Iranian relationship. A 2012 terrorist attack on Israeli                
diplomats in New Delhi was connected to Iran, and while India publicly played down the Iranian                
connection, Indian officials were not pleased at the lack of cooperation in investigating the incident.37               
However, with the current Chabahar trade, India might find itself in a similar security position to Iran.                 
With a position in Central Asia, India would be brought in the tension of drug trade and ISIL, which may                    
incentivize India to cooperate militarily with Iran.38 At the current moment however, India and Iran are                
mostly economic partners who don’t cooperate militarily.  
 
In conclusion, India’s relationship with Iran is primarily one of economics, although India and Iran also                
share longstanding diplomatic and cultural connections. India sees Iran as its entryway into Central Asia               
without having to pass through Pakistan; thus, India sees Iran as a vital interest. If India is brought further                   
into Central Asia, there is the potential that there will be greater cooperation, especially concerning               
security, between the two nations.  
 

US-Iran Relations 
 
The relationship between the U.S. and Iran is a complex one, with a long history of diplomatic, economic,                  
and military relations. The current relationship between the two countries is one characterized primarily              
by tension and uncertainty. However, it appears that there is a desire from some in both Washington and                  
Tehran for less tense relations, if not a return to normalcy.  
 
Despite having no direct ties at the moment, the U.S. and Iran share a long history of diplomatic relations.                   
The Embassy of Switzerland in Iran is the representative of American interests within the country, while                
the Embassy of Pakistan in the U.S. represents the interests of Iran.39 The U.S. had shared diplomatic                 
relation with Persia (a former name of Iran) since 1883, but the relationship soon became strained when                 
the U.S. supported a coup in 1953 against the democratically elected Iranian prime minister. All               
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diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Iran then evaporated following the Iranian Revolution of 1979               
and the Iran hostage crisis.40 The 21st century has seen a variety of attitudes emanating from Washington                 
regarding Tehran. Former President George W. Bush in 2002 labelled Iran as part of an “axis of evil”                  
along with Iraq and North Korea, while President Obama has engaged in talks with Iranian President                
Rouhani, seemingly with the intent to warm the relations between the two countries.41 Current interactions               
between Washington and Tehran focus on Iran’s nuclear program and the stability of the Middle East.  
 
From the Iranian perspective, the U.S. is portrayed as a meddler in Middle Eastern affairs. Iranian                
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei describes the U.S. as “the Great Satan.”42 Khamenei views the U.S.               
as a threat to the Iranian Revolution and his regime. He also believes that the U.S. will attempt using its                    
cultural soft power to weaken his regime by “Westoxification.”43 Furthermore, Khamenei’s Iran does not              
yield to the cultural issues that Washington pressures it on, such as human rights issues, fearing that                 
American pressure could ultimately result in regime change.44 The U.S. and Iran have long had a tense                 
relationship diplomatically. After the Iranian Revolution, the U.S. began imposing sanctions on Iran in              
order to convince Iran to address its nuclear program, support of terrorism, and human rights abuses.45                
The economic damage caused by the sanctions led Iran to be more receptive to negotiations regarding its                 
nuclear program.46 As such, on July 14, 2015 Iran and the P5 + 1 - the five permanent members of the                     
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) (the U.S., Britain, France, Russia, and China) and Germany -               
agreed to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), more commonly known as the Iran Deal.47 A                 
preliminary agreement over Iran’s nuclear program, Iran received sanctions relief in returning for curbing              
its nuclear program. Despite the agreement, U.S. sanctions remain for Iranian aid for terrorism and human                
rights abuses.48 

 
The JCPOA opened a pathway that the Obama administration believed it could use to remove some of the                  
tensions between the two countries. Following the deal and the diplomatic momentum generated by it, the                
U.S. announced a settlement of a financial dispute with Iran on January 17, 2016.49 This was the same day                   
as “Implementation Day”: where a vast array of international sanctions on Iran were waived or lifted as a                  
result of Iran’s compliance with the conditions of the JCPOA.50 Also on the same day, the U.S. announced                  
that Iran had released five Americans previously detained by Iran.51 Since the JCPOA, the U.S. has also                 
approved the multi-billion deal with Iran for Boeing planes, part of an international effort to return Iran to                  
the global economy following its compliance on the nuclear issue.52 

 
Nonetheless, despite these gestures, the relationship between Washington and Tehran is still dominated by              
mutual suspicion. The U.S. has, since the Iranian Revolution, experienced varying levels of security              
tensions with Iran, much of it concerning Middle-East stability, ballistic missiles, and maritime             
interactions. There is a general fear in Washington of expanded Iranian influence in an increasingly               
unstable Middle East. Some fear that a military defeat of the Islamic State will allow Iran to gain clout in                    
the region.53 There are also the host of controversies surrounding the JCPOA, which some fear will still                 
allow Iran to acquire a nuclear weapon.54 Iran’s continued support of terrorist groups like Hezbollah55 also                
sours U.S.-Iranian relations. 
 
Thus, the relationship between Iran and the U.S. has swung sharply between friendly and hostile relations                
in recent decades. Formerly a close U.S. ally under the Shah, Iran and the U.S. have viewed each other                   
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with intense suspicion, if not outright hostility, since 1979. Nevertheless, the JCPOA and subsequent              
gestures indicate a desire and perhaps a movement towards warmer bilateral ties.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Iran 
 
The current relationship between the U.S. and India is a growing one, and current trends with the U.S                  
relationship with Iran seem to grant the opportunity to remove areas of disagreement between the two                
parties. The U.S. has long had a tense relationship with Iran, but with the JCPOA, it appears that the U.S.                    
is attempting to obtain warmer relations, if not a state of normalcy, with Iran. By securing warmer                 
relations with Iran, the U.S. might be able to see stronger ties with India and remove the layers of                   
disagreement that came with previous U.S.-Iran ties.  
 
However, we do not recommend this approach. Iran continues to be the world’s leading state sponsor of                 
terrorism.56 It sponsors a myriad of different terrorist groups committed to attacking the U.S. and its allies,                 
such as the Lebanese terrorist group Hezbollah.57 Moreover, Iran’s leader have repeatedly called for the               
“annihilation” of Israel58, America’s long-time ally and the only liberal democracy in the Middle East.               
And Iran is also the chief rival of Saudi Arabia59, an important American ally in the region. As such, it is                     
advisable for the Washington to remain aligned as it currently is, with Israel and Saudi Arabia against                 
Iran, rather than alienating its allies by drawing closer to Tehran.  
 
Critically, having a tense relationship with Tehran need not mean that the U.S. forsake its flowering                
relationship with India. On the contrary, Washington should work to pull New Delhi as it already appears                 
to be drifting (see discussions below on India’s relationships with Saudi Arabia and Israel) away from                
Iran and towards a Middle Eastern alliance centered on a Washington-Jerusalem-Riyadh axis. Given that              
India already seems to be leaning in this direction, this effort should not be a gargantuan one.  
 
Still, although this effort isn’t impossible, it is important that Washington clearly signal its intentions to                
New Delhi as soon as and as clearly as possible. As discussed above, India in recent years has grown                   
somewhat closer to Iran. Indian officials, including Prime Minister Modi, have recently been meeting              
with Iranian officials, including Iranian President Rouhani.60 New Delhi is exploring stronger ties with              
Iran in order to gain influence in Central Asia. The Chabahar deal is of immense significance, whereby a                  
port will be developed in the Iranian city of Chabahar along with roads, easing Indian commerce with                 
Central Asia and satisfying India’s growing consumption of natural gas.61 If the U.S. doesn’t want to risk                 
India growing closer to Iran - which it shouldn’t - it must immediately and forcefully indicate to India                  
through diplomatic channels that it envisions India’s future in the Middle East as continuing on the                
direction that India already seems most intent on following: aligned with the U.S., Israel, and Saudi                
Arabia. 
 
One key talking point for the U.S. in these discussions should be comparisons between Iran and Pakistan.                 
As outlined above, India has for decades and will into the foreseeable future see Pakistan as its primary                  
geopolitical rival. Hence, it would be advisable for the U.S. to emphasize how similar Iran is to Pakistan.                  
Both are large Middle Eastern powers bordering Central Asia with majority Muslim populations that have               
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pursued the acquisition of nuclear weapons (in the Pakistani case, that pursuit has been successful) and                
sponsored numerous terrorist organizations.62 The U.S. should thus paint both Pakistan and Iran as key               
contributors to Middle Eastern tensions and instability. Such a mindset might push New Delhi away from                
Tehran and into Washington’s arms.  
 
In addition to articulating verbally that it does not wish to see India move towards Iran, the U.S. must                   
convey this desire through action. The best tool that the U.S. can employ in this effort is encouraging its                   
allies in the Gulf - namely Saudi Arabia - to further bolster their supplying of oil to India. This will                    
hopefully satiate India’s desire for oil in the short-term, discouraging India from needing to pursue new                
fossil fuel resources in Central Asia. If India is less intent on Central Asian fossil fuels, then it need not                    
cultivate as close a relationship with Iran because it would no longer need a conduit into the region. What                   
is more, the U.S. should also work on growing U.S.-India trade more generally to pull New Delhi closer                  
to Washington. 
 
As such, the U.S. should use diplomatic and economic means to propel India towards its alliance network                 
in the Middle East and away from Iran. Such a move is essential and would greatly serve American                  
interests in the Middle East and beyond.  
 
India-Saudi Arabia Relations 
 
Saudi Arabia and India began formal diplomatic relations shortly after Indian independence in 1947.              
Since then, they have benefited from robust economic and geopolitical ties. Saudi Arabia quickly became               
one of the largest oil suppliers to independent India, and the two countries formed important trade                
partnerships for a variety of commodities. While Saudi Arabia’s strategic relationship with Pakistan,             
India’s chief rival, has negatively impacted relations with India at times, the Saudi monarchy has taken                
progressive steps to improve ties, including an agreement to “combat and eradicate the menace of               
terrorism” in 200663 and an energy partnership in 2006 known as the “Delhi Declaration”64 that               
guaranteed long term Saudi crude oil supplies to India. 
 
Saudi Arabia and India currently enjoy strong economic ties. In 2014-2015, annual bilateral trades              
between the two nations amounted to $39 billion, demonstrating their important trade relationship.65             
India’s growing economy has relied on foreign oil to maintain high levels of production. In 2015, the                 
rapidly-developing state matched 80% of its oil demands from foreign imports; one fifth of those imports                
originated from Saudi Arabia’s reserves.66 India heavily favored importing oil from Saudi Arabia over              
Saudi Arabia’s geopolitical adversary Iran, from whom India drew only 6% of its oil imports.67 Saudi                
Arabia’s role as the world’s largest exporter and second-largest producer of oil has allowed it to become                 
one of India’s most prominent trading partners.68 As oil consumption grows for India, it’s relationship               
with Riyadh will become increasingly important. In turn, Saudi Arabia’s exporting interests have shifted              
away from the U.S. - whose energy self-sufficiency has reduced the need for Saudi imports - and towards                  
eastern industrializing nations, such as India and China. Due to the recent price drop of oil, Saudi Arabia                  
relies on India for consumption of its exports. What is more, India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi has                 
sought Saudi investment in India’s growing infrastructure. As India’s demand for imported oil and foreign               
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investment has increased while Saudi Arabia’s dependence on large energy-consuming nations has risen,             
the economic codependency between both nations has grown. 
 
Saudi Arabia and India have also developed strong political ties as a result of Iran’s ascendancy and the                  
straining of Saudi-Pakistani relations. Due to Iran-U.S. rapprochement, Saudi Arabia has viewed India as              
an important player in the region that can help it in containing Iran and its hegemonic ambitions.                 
Meanwhile, India has taken advantage of cold Saudi-Pakistani relations to solidify its geopolitical             
partnership with Saudi Arabia. Despite Saudi Arabia’s consistent support for India’s neighbor, Pakistan’s             
refusal to commit troops to the Saudi offensive in Yemen and its unwillingness to join the Saudi-led                 
“coalition against terrorism” has recently strained relations between the two Sunni Muslim nations.69 As a               
result, Saudi Arabia has shown willingness to cooperate with India on issues of security and terrorism.                
During Modi’s visit to Riyadh in April 2016, the countries agreed to five new bilateral agreements,                
including intelligence sharing on terrorism, increased private investment and enhanced defense           
cooperation.70 However, India’s recent military strike on Uri in Kashmir provoked immediate and             
unequivocal condemnation from Saudi Arabia’s foreign ministry.71 In spite of this new setback, India’s              
political partnership with Saudi Arabia remains secure, in large part because of the 2.8 million Indians                
residing in the Gulf country.72 Overall, the two nations show willing interest to cooperate on matters of                 
security and to find common ground on regional geopolitical issues. 
 
US-Saudi Arabia Relations 
 
Saudi Arabia and the U.S. established full diplomatic relations in 1940, several years after the creation of                 
the modern state of Saudi Arabia. The nations forged strong economic and political ties over oil in the                  
aftermath of World War II.73 The U.S. sought to rebuild the devastated economies of Western Europe and                 
Japan, and needed access to cheap energy in order to do so. After the discovery of Saudi oil fields in                    
1938, Saudi Arabia could become critical to satisfying this demand, and Saudi Arabia proceeded to               
become one of the largest crude oil exporters to the U.S.74 As relations developed, the U.S. came to view                   
Saudi Arabia as an important ally in the Middle East due to its strategic location and to its growing                   
influence on Arab and Islamic countries globally.75 In exchange for its oil exports, Saudi Arabia has been                 
the top destination for U.S.-manufactured arms in recent years. However, this oil-for-defense partnership             
has recently been threatened by the U.S. shale revolution: as the U.S. becomes energy independent, the                
U.S. is no longer dependent on Saudi Arabia for oil production. Nevertheless, bilateral ties remain secure                
thanks to joint military operations in the Middle East and robust counterterrorism cooperation. Overall,              
Saudi Arabia and the U.S. continue to enjoy strong geopolitical ties and secure, albeit reduced, economic                
relations.  
 
Saudi Arabia plays a leading economic role as the world’s largest holder of crude oil reserves, exporting                 
7.55 million barrels in February 2016 alone.76 The scale of the Gulf state’s energy output gives it great                  
influence in the international energy market and particularly with developed nations reliant on oil imports.               
Nevertheless, the U.S., a long-time consumer of Saudi crude oil, has begun weaning itself off of Saudi oil                  
due to the shale revolution. While the U.S. now pumps more than 9 million barrels of oil per day,77 Saudi                    
oil exports to the U.S. have declined by more than 50% from April to December 2014.78 
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Nonetheless, even as economic relations centered on oil have declined between the U.S. and Saudi               
Arabia, both countries have sustained strong economic partnerships in other financial sectors. The             
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the largest U.S. Foreign Military Sales (FMS) customer, with active cases                
valued at approximately $97 billion.79 The two countries also agreed to a $60 billion arms package to the                  
Saudi monarchy in 2010, the biggest arms deal in U.S. history.80 Meanwhile, the U.S. and Saudi Arabia                 
maintain committed to continuing future bilateral trade and investment under the structure of the Trade               
Investment Framework Agreement signed in 2003.81 Saudi Arabia and the U.S. continue to sustain a               
secure economic partnership centered on free trade and arms deals, despite the decreasing American              
demand for Saudi oil.  
 
The U.S. also maintains important geopolitical ties with Saudi Arabia on issues of counterterrorism              
efforts and joint military operations, despite recent diplomatic tensions. The rise of the Islamic State has                
promoted increased U.S.-Saudi military cooperation across the Middle East. Saudi Arabia has been             
participating in ongoing U.S.-led airstrikes against Islamic State strongholds in Syria and has declared its               
vehement opposition to the terrorist group.82 The U.S. relies significantly on the Gulf state for intelligence                
sharing and operations against the Islamic State.83 Moreover, the U.S. has been providing vital              
intelligence and logistical support to the Saudi-led campaign against the Iran-supported Houthi rebels in              
Yemen.84 According to a June 2015 State Department report, Saudi Arabia maintains a “robust              
counterterrorism relationship with the United States.”85 
 
However, events during 2016 have pointed to some frictions emerging between Washington and Riyadh.              
President Obama openly questioned Riyadh’s value as an ally, accusing the monarchy of provoking              
sectarian conflict in the region and going as far as to call them “free riders.”86 In addition, the U.S. Senate                    
passed a bill in May 2016 allowing Americans to sue the Saudi government for its alleged support of                  
terrorism.87 Still, despite these public misgivings on the American side of the relationship, President              
Obama visited Riyadh in April to attend the Gulf Cooperation Council summit, where he reiterated his                
commitment to the security of Saudi Arabia.88  
 
In conclusion, the U.S. and Saudi Arabia maintain a robust economic relationship and share strong mutual                
geopolitical interests on issues of counterterrorism and military operations, interests which have            
ultimately trumped any diplomatic disputes and ideological divides between the two nations.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Saudi Arabia 
 
The U.S. and India both share strong economic and political interests with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.                 
Annual bilateral trades between India and Saudi Arabia reached $39 billion in 2014-2015, as India’s               
rapidly expanding economy has relied on Saudi oil to maintain productions levels.89 Meanwhile, U.S.              
economic ties with the Saudi monarchy remain secure despite decreased Saudi oil imports, due primarily               
to U.S.-Saudi arms deals with active cases valued at approximately $97 billion.90 In terms of geopolitical                
relations, the U.S. and India both view Saudi Arabia as an important ally in counter-terrorism efforts                
against the Islamic State and both nations have established intelligence-sharing operations with Saudi             
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Arabia. In addition, the rising influence of Iran in the Middle East has led Saudi Arabia to reinforce its                   
geopolitical bonds with India and the U.S. in order to contain Iran and maintain the balance of power in                   
the region. 
 
As a result, the U.S. ought to consider these three opportunities for joint U.S.-Indian cooperation in                
relation to Saudi Arabia: coordinated counter-terrorism and intelligence sharing operations, geopolitical           
alliance against expanding Iranian influence, and U.S.-Indian investment in Saudi Arabia’s economy. All             
of this revolves around what we view as a necessity: drawing India closer to the U.S.-Saudi alliance - and                   
away from Iran - in the realms of both security and economics. 
 
The first area for potential U.S.-India geopolitical cooperation with Saudi Arabia is on the issue of                
counterterrorism efforts and intelligence sharing. The U.S. must take every possible measure to ensure its               
own security against attacks from the Islamic State, which has inspired multiple shootings on American               
soil.91 Similarly, India faces threats of Islamic State terrorism92 and has suffered from numerous major               
terrorist attacks in the past several years, most notably the Mumbai Attacks of 2008.93 Saudi Arabia                
represents an important U.S. ally against the spread of the Islamic State and other terrorist groups, as the                  
monarchy has led the effort among Arab countries to combat the Islamic State.94 India, meanwhile,               
recently signed five new bilateral agreements with Saudi Arabia on anti-terrorism intelligence sharing and              
enhanced defense cooperation.95 The U.S. similarly shares a ‘robust counterterrorism relationship’ with            
Saudi Arabia for terrorist threats in the region.96 Thus, the U.S. should build upon the counterterrorism                
intelligence agreements between itself, India and Saudi Arabia to increase cooperation between the three              
nations and to present a united front against the menace of global terrorism.  
 
The second opportunity for partnership between the U.S. and India is geopolitical cooperation with Saudi               
Arabia against the expanding influence of Iran. Iran’s financial support of the Houthi rebels in Yemen and                 
of the Assad regime in Syria has hurt both Saudi and American military interests in the Middle East. At                   
the same time, India has sought to solidify its geostrategic and military power by strengthening its                
partnership with Saudi Arabia at a time when relations between Pakistan and the Saudi Kingdom are                
strained. India, like the U.S. and the Saudi monarchy, also views Iran as a potential geopolitical threat                 
considering Iran’s increased economic partnership with Pakistan.97 As Iran continues to gain influence as              
a regional power, it is in the interest of India and the U.S. to collaborate alongside Saudi Arabia so as to                     
maintain the balance of power and counteract Iranian (and Russian) designs on the Middle East. 
 
Finally, the third possibility for Indian-American cooperation is through financial investment in the Saudi              
Arabian economy. The Saudi monarchy has attempted to diversify its economy after global oil prices               
have fallen and oil revenues have subsequently decreased in recent years, due in large part to the U.S.                  
shale revolution.98 To facilitate this diversification, the Gulf state has sought out foreign actors to invest in                 
Saudi infrastructure.99 As two countries that possess the necessary expertise and capital to make such a                
financial commitment, the U.S. and India should cooperate with India to jointly invest in Saudi Arabia’s                
economy, in order to secure long-term economic ties with the Arab nation.  
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In sum, there is tremendous room for opportunity in the U.S.-India-Saudi relationship. With further              
diplomatic and economic cooperation, the U.S. can and should secure both Saudi Arabia and India as key                 
partners in the ongoing efforts to combat global terrorism and contain Iran.  
 
India-Israel Relations 
 
Strengthening diplomatic, economic, and security ties characterizes the current relationship between India            
and Israel. A stark departure from its Cold War anti-Israel stance, India’s current foreign policy               
acknowledges shared strategic interests between the two countries and more enthusiastically pursues            
mutually beneficial cooperation.  
 
From its recognition of Israel in 1950 until its official normalization of diplomatic relations with Israel in                 
1992, India’s stance towards Israel was influenced by its alliance with the Soviet Union in the Cold War,                  
its political dependence on India’s significant Muslim population, its distaste for British imperialism, and              
its conflict with Pakistan. In accordance with these interests, India adopted a distinctly pro-Arab (and thus                
often anti-Israel) stance in the Middle East. In the aim of gaining Arab support in its dispute with Pakistan                   
over Kashmir, India presented itself internationally as a pro-Arab force on the world stage. This strategy                
also increased domestic political strength and stability, appealing to the large Muslim minority in India100               
(Muslims make up 13.4% of the Indian population).101 
 
However, this strategy didn’t pay off as India had hoped. In the Indo-Pakistani Wars of 1965 and 1971,                  
Arab countries failed to reciprocate support for India against Pakistan over Kashmir; in fact, at the                
Casablanca Conference of 1994, a coalition of Arab countries actually attempted to persuade other states               
to abandon neutrality in favor of Pakistan.102 The majority of Arab states failed to pressure Pakistan to                 
stop cross-border insurgencies.103 Meanwhile, Israel supplied military hardware to India in each of these              
instances and generally supported India’s attempt to secure its northern borders with Pakistan.104 This              
pattern, along with the loss of Soviet support for India after the end of the Cold War and a resultant need                     
for a new arms supplier for the Indian military, led to a thawing of relations between Israel and India,                   
evidenced by the diplomatic normalization of 1992. 
 
Since then, trade and cooperation between India and Israel have steadily increased. Significant             
developments include a 2006 long-term cooperation and training agriculture deal, a 2011 signed             
agreement on water cooperation, a $3 billion proposed arms deal that would provide the Indian military                
with Israeli navigation and targeting technology, precision bombs, and advanced anti-tank guided missile             
systems.105 106 In fact, Israeli military hardware trade sales to India today average $2 billion annually,                
making India the largest buyer of Israeli military equipment.107 108 Beyond arms trade, bilateral,              
non-defense trade in the last five years averaged $4.6 billion a year.109 
 
This positive relationship only improved – and became more publicly evident – after the election of the                 
Hindu nationalist Narendra Modi as Indian Prime Minister in 2014. An outspoken friend of Israel, Modi                
was invited to Israel by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin (“Bibi”) Netanyahu shortly after his election, and                
congratulated his “friend Bibi” in Hebrew on Twitter after Netanyahu won reelection in 2015.110 This               
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friendliness represents the general warming relationship between India and Israel, which is further             
manifested in India’s recent decision at the United Nations Human Rights Council to abstain from voting                
to condemn Israel for its actions in the Gaza Strip.111 
 
This new strategic partnership could work well for India going forward, as Israel’s military, ideological,               
and diplomatic support could help Modi’s government achieve its goals of increased military strength and               
power, greater international and domestic counterterrorism efforts, and more substantial technological and            
economic developments. Issues could arise however, if India refuses to wholeheartedly take a side in the                
Arab-Israeli conflict and is caught an enemy of each, not an ally of both – something which may have                   
already begun to occur as the Palestinians react to India’s tepid UN abstentions.112 
 
US-Israel Relations 
 
The relationship between Israel and the U.S. has historically been characterized by loyalty and friendship,               
built on common strategic interests in the Middle East. However, under the Obama Administration, these               
interests have in some ways diverged and in others clashed, such that the tone of relations is cooler and                   
the nature of cooperation is more complicated. Nevertheless, the U.S. remains a strong ally of Israel and                 
will likely remain so in the foreseeable future. 
 
In 1948, the U.S. under President Harry Truman was the first nation to recognize the modern state of                  
Israel.113 In the following years, American support for Israel was modest, as in the early years of the Cold                   
War the U.S. feared alienating Arab countries and pushing them into the arms of the U.S.S.R by                 
supporting Israel.114 It was not until the 1967 Six Day War that U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson                 
demonstrated the U.S.’s increased support for Israel’s security and military strength with the sale of F-4                
Phantom fighters to Israel. This move established the American policy of maintaining Israel’s Qualitative              
Military Edge (QME) over its neighbors in the Middle East, a commitment based on the idea that a                  
Middle East filled with many Soviet-influenced Arab states could be counterbalanced by a single liberal               
democracy with superior weapons: Israel.115 
 
This commitment based on Cold War alliances strengthened ties between the U.S. and Israel for two                
decades, and in 1988 Israel was designated a major non-NATO ally (MNNA) by the U.S., granting it                 
some of the special military and trade privileges enjoyed by NATO members.116 After the Cold War                
ended, the U.S. maintained its relations with Israel and continued to view it as a critical ally in the Middle                    
East. In 2007, President George W. Bush signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the               
two nations that promised $30 billion of American military aid over the following decade.117 Anticipating               
the expiration of this MOU, President Obama signed a new defense aid agreement with Israel in                
September 2016 promising an increased $38 billion in military aid from 2019 to 2028.118 
 
Indeed, the most tangible evidence of the close U.S.-Israel relationship is the remarkable amounts of               
Foreign Military Financing (FMF) the U.S. has provided Israel. Israel is the largest recipient of American                
FMF: in FY2016 grants to Israel made up 53% of the requested FMF budget.119 These funds represent                 
20% of Israel’s total defense spending.120 Additional preference towards Israel is shown in the stipulation               
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that Israel may receive its aid as a single sum in the first 30 days of the fiscal year, allowing it to deposit                       
and accrue interest on those funds. Under the previous MOU signed by President Bush, Israel was also                 
allowed to use some of its FMF funds for in-country purchases; in 2015, 26.3% of Israel’s FMF aid was                   
spent domestically, a privilege no other aid recipient is allowed.121 In the most recent MOU, however,                
these privileges are notably excluded or decreased, likely because Israel’s defense sector has improved              
since 2007 to the point where in some cases it competes with U.S. firms.122 Other forms of U.S. aid to                    
Israel include funds designated for the absorption of refugees and technology and energy research and               
development cooperation as part of the Israel-US Binational Research and Development Foundation            
(BIRD) and the American Schools and Hospitals Abroad (ASHA). 
 
Nevertheless, despite this robust partnership, in recent years cracks have formed in the foundation of               
U.S.-Israeli cooperation. Under the Obama administration in particular, U.S. foreign policy interests and             
actions in the Middle East have diverged from those of Israel. On the issue of Israel and the Palestinians,                   
Obama was invested early in his administration in pursuing of a two-state solution. But his early demand                 
that Israel halt settlement in the West Bank “blindsided”123 Prime Minister Netanyahu, and once complied               
with failed to bring the Palestinians to the negotiating table until the moratorium was nearly expired.                
Talks fizzled out, and though they were renewed later by Secretary of State Kerry in 2013, they again                  
failed to produce any progress.124 Indeed, the most tangible result may be the loss of credibility of the                  
Obama administration in the eyes of Israelis, some of whom saw Kerry’s handling of the negotiation                
process as lacking or unfair.125  
 
Perhaps the biggest clash in recent years between the U.S. and Israel was over the JCPOA of 2015.                  
Although the deal was presented by the Obama administration as a landmark step in containing Iran’s                
nuclear power, to an increasingly right-wing Israeli government that views Iran as one of the main threats                 
to its national security the deal seemed to undermine Israel’s military edge and invite Iranian nuclear                
armament.126 Netanyahu was vocal and public in his condemnation of the deal, and circumvented the               
White House to voice his concerns to Republicans in the U.S. Congress in an attempt to prevent the deal                   
from succeeding.127 Despite his efforts, however, the deal remains and will likely be a cause for tension in                  
the future. 
 
Consideration of recent relations between the U.S. and Israel would be remiss without mention of the                
tense personal relationship between President Obama and Prime Minister Netanyahu. Their relationship            
has been characterized by misunderstanding and offense. Netanyahu’s actions in response to the Iran Deal               
is just one example of the animosity between the two leaders; over Obama’s two terms each has claimed                  
disrespect or offense from the other and made obvious their mutual dislike.128 
 
Most recently, tensions between the Obama and Netanyahu administrations were illustrated when on             
December 23, 2016 the U.S. abstained and allowed the UNSC to adopt Resolution 2334 condemning               
Israeli settlements.129 The U.S. was the sole abstention, while the resolution - backed by Malaysia, New                
Zealand, Senegal, and Venezuela - passed 14-0.130 By not vetoing the resolution, the U.S. broke with a                 
decades-old policy of vetoing UNSC resolutions describing Israeli settlements as illegal.131 On December             
28, Secretary of State Kerry then defended the U.S.’s decision at the Security Council and harshly                
censured Israeli settlements, describing them as a threat to a two-state solution and Israel’s future.132 He                
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argued that the vote at the UNSC was about securing “Israel’s future as a Jewish and democratic state,                  
living side by side in peace and security with its neighbors. That’s what we are trying to preserve, for our                    
sake and theirs.”133 Netanyahu responded with acrimony, maintaining that “Israelis do not need to be               
lectured about the importance of peace by foreign leaders. Israel’s hand has been extended in peace                
from...its very first day. We pray for peace and we’ve worked for it every day since then.”134  
 
Evidently, in the last days of the Obama administration the U.S.-Israeli alliance hit a low not seen for                  
decades. President Donald Trump will have to address this inherited animosity in his dealings with Israel.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Israel 
 
As discussed above, strengthening diplomatic, economic, and security ties characterize today’s           
relationship between India and Israel. In a stark departure from its Cold War anti-Israel stance, India                
currently acknowledges shared strategic interests between it and Israel and more enthusiastically pursues             
mutually beneficial cooperation. These warming relations are very much in line with American interests.              
In the coming years, the U.S. should repair its relationship with Israel; while maintaining Israel on the                 
American side in the current Middle East alliance system, the U.S. should then encourage bilateral               
security and economic cooperation between Israel and India as one of several means to further pull India                 
towards the U.S. in the Middle Eastern balance of power. Still, the U.S. must be cautious that an                  
increasingly confident India and an Israel less dependent on U.S. military and economic support could               
begin pursue their own agendas in the near future.  
 
India’s interest in a closer connection to Israel is grounded in a desire to establish itself as a great power                    
in Asia. Though historically India favored the Palestinians over Israel because of Cold War ideology and                
a pro-Arab foreign policy, when the Cold War ended and Arab states failed to reciprocate this preference                 
in the ongoing dispute with Pakistan over Kashmir, India became more open to interaction with Israel.                
Since officially normalizing diplomatic relations in 1992, trade and military cooperation in particular have              
steadily increased between India and Israel. 
 
India and Israel are relatively compatible as liberal democracies both interested in economic growth and               
counterterrorism surrounded by hostile neighbors. Cooperation between Israel and India is mutually            
beneficial. Where India seeks to purchase arms with national security in mind, Israel is ready and willing                 
to export defense technology, already averaging $2 billion annually in military sales.135 India’s enormous              
agricultural population already benefits from Israeli irrigation technology and expertise through a jointly             
launched network of agricultural training centers in India.136 This cooperation will likely only increase in               
the near future, and will help sustain economic growth in each country. 
 
Politically, Israel’s friendship with India underscores a larger Israeli desire to divert attention from the               
Palestinian issue and towards what it sees as more pressing issues in the Middle East. India has in recent                   
years lessened its support for the Muslim countries in favor of a more pragmatic relationship with                
Israel.137 As Israel’s settlement activity faces growing criticism from its American and European allies,              
relations with a less interested India seem more and more attractive.138 Furthermore, Prime Minister              
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Netanyahu has long made clear his wish to lessen Israel’s dependence on U.S. aid,139 a desire likely only                  
worsened by his sour relationship with President Obama.140 By bulking up defense trade with India,               
Netanyahu seems to be seeking alternative allies to the U.S., increasing Israel’s diplomatic options and               
creating some strategic breathing room. In its cooperation with India, Israel is also surely keeping in mind                 
its substantial submarine force141 and how convenient friendly ties with the Indian Navy would be in                
South Asian waters.142 
 
However, India and Israel’s interests diverge on the issues of China and Iran. India has expressed                
enthusiastic support for the JCPOA143 (which Israel strongly opposes 144) and the economic opportunities it              
offers, while Israel and China - which has a rather adversarial relationship with India, as discussed below                 
- have grown close in recent years.145 Although these positions are contradictory and could pose problems                
in the future, they haven’t interfered with Indo-Israeli relations much so far. 
 
All in all, the blossoming friendship between India and Israel should be viewed positively by Washington.                
The growth their trade stimulates in India contributes to the global economy and strengthens a U.S. ally in                  
an increasingly Chinese-dominated East Asia. India and Israel are both strong liberal democracies that can               
serve U.S. interests in Asia. As India’s fast-growing economy continues to improve, the U.S. will want to                 
maintain a close, positive relationship to secure its foreign policy interests in the region. 
 
However, Israeli trade with India – especially in the defense industry – could pose a threat to American                  
economic interests there as Israeli firms compete with American companies for coveted arms deals.              
Already, India chose to purchase Israeli Spike missiles over American Javelin missiles in 2014, despite               
the U.S.’s active attempts to make the sale.146 This was surely an unwelcome loss for the U.S., especially                  
with American military aid to Israel what it is. Even though the U.S. is surely justified in its dedication to                    
Israel’s qualitative military edge, it should be wary that Israel’s strength doesn’t interfere with American               
interests. This wariness has already been expressed in the phasing-out in Israeli-American military aid              
agreement of Israel’s ability to use U.S. funds to purchase domestically.147  
 
Indeed, though closer ties can benefit the economies and security of India and Israel, Washington should                
be wary of how India’s growing role in Israel could undermine that country’s strategic dependence on the                 
U.S., especially in light of recent disagreements over Iran and the Palestinians. On counterterrorism and               
general foreign policy goals India, Israel, and the U.S. are still very similar. But as trade with India and                   
other Asian nations builds more diplomatic breathing room for Israel, the U.S. should be careful that                
Israel’s new friendships don’t undermine its longstanding relationship with the U.S. Should Israel             
continue to contradict American interests while growing closer with other allies, the U.S. may want to put                 
some distance between India and Israel to ensure its influence in each country remains consistently               
strong. Still, in the short term, the primary objective of Washington vis-à-vis India and Israel should be to                  
encourage India and Israel to move and remain respectively onto the US side of a labyrinthine Middle                 
Eastern alliance system.  
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India-Turkey Relations 
 
The prospects for a growing relationship between India and Turkey is favorable, particularly in the realm                
of economics. While diplomatically, the two might disagree on various global issues, a mutual              
commitment between India and Turkey to overall cooperation during the past three decades should keep               
relations positive going into the future.  
 
Diplomatic relations between Turkey and India reach back all the way to the 15th century between the                 
Muslim rulers who controlled much of India at the time and the sultans the Turkish Ottoman Empire.148                 
As a result, Turkish culture influenced Indian architecture and language.149 For centuries afterwards,             
however, relations were infrequent. India’s support for Turkey during the Turkish War of Independence              
(1919-1923) and reformation during the 1920s then led to a warming of relations.150 However, during the                
Cold War, the two were on opposite sides, with Turkey allied with the U.S. within NATO and India                  
aligned with the Soviet Union. Only after the Cold War did India and Turkey resume diplomatic relations.                 
Since then, high-level diplomatic visits between the countries have increased rapidly in frequency, and the               
Turkey-India Parliamentary Friendship Group was established following the 2011 Turkish general           
elections.151 
 
One particularly high-level recent visit was Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s 2008 visit to               
India, in which the prime ministers of both nations decided to intensify defense cooperation.152 This was                
the largest development in India-Turkey relations since 1986, when the-then Turkish Prime Minister             
Turgut Ozal visited India to discuss military ties, leading the two to sign an aviation agreement and India                  
to open a defense office in Turkey.153 Since then, India and Turkey have conducted several joint military                 
exercises, and there are opportunities for more cooperation.  
 
Trade between the two countries covers a wide range of industries. Turkey’s exports to India include                
gold, metal ores, and textiles, while India’s exports to Turkey include car parts, petroleum products, and                
organic chemicals.154 Trade began in the 1970s with the creation of the Bilateral Trade Agreement,               
followed by the Joint Commission on Economic and Technical Cooperation ten years after. Decades later,               
trade and business ties remain strong. The India-Turkey Joint Business Council met most recently in               
2014.155 In the future, trade between India and Turkey might include an increase in information exchange                
regarding space technology and data, an area in which Turkey views India as having valuable insight and                 
resources.156 
 
From India’s point of view, its recent growth and increasing influence in the world make it a more                  
valuable partner to Turkey—India is aware of its role as a source of technology and an economic partner                  
to Turkey. In August of 2016, both foreign affairs ministries created a plan for economic cooperation for                 
the next few years.157 As such, Turkey and India are committed to maintaining a healthy economic                
relationship, and it is likely that trade volume between the two will increase in the coming years in sectors                   
with room for growth, such as energy, science, and infrastructure.158  
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Politically, the structures of Turkey and India are in many ways quite similar. They are both democracies                 
with growing economies. Both were part of the TIMBIs in 2011, a group of the most promising                 
economies at that time, comprising of Turkey, India, Mexico, Brazil, and Indonesia.159 They are              
increasingly influential regional players in Asia. That said, there are several points of possible future               
contention between India and Turkey. 
 
First, the Justice and Development Party (AKP) government in Turkey, which took power in the 2011                
elections, is disliked by some Indian officials.160 While India has maintained its democratic and secular               
nature, Turkey has been slowly heading in a more authoritarian and Islamist direction. This is most                
evident in the failed coup d’etat attempt in Turkey on July 25-26, 2016, which resulted in the increasing                  
of executive power by Erdogan and a purge of dissenters. Initially, this event might only have prompted                 
distant disapproval from India; but quite recently the Turkish Foreign Minister proclaimed that             
FETO—the Turkish organization allegedly behind the coup—has infiltrated India, providing basis for the             
Foreign Minister’s request for exchange of information from India and cooperation against terrorism.161             
As of now, India is “looking into” the situation.162 
 
In addition, the region of Kashmir, contested between India and Pakistan, has been a point of contention                 
for Indian-Turkish relations in the past. Turkey has called for a UN vote on the region, but as of 2011 has                     
changed its position and started merely calling for dialogue between India and Pakistan, a stance similar                
to India’s own.163 This can be interpreted as a move by Turkey to forge a warmer relationship with India.                   
As such, the issue of Kashmir is unlikely to be a hindrance to Indian-Turkish friendship.  
 
Perhaps the largest possible diplomatic roadblock between India and Turkey lies in the Syrian crisis. In                
February of 2010, the two countries signed an agreement on terrorism.164 However, in regards to Syria,                
the two have different goals and thus have not actively cooperated. Turkey has been targeted by the                 
Islamic State, based in Syria and Iraq, and has been overwhelmed by the Syrian refugee crisis. Ankara has                  
also positioned itself in opposition to the Syrian regime of President Bashar al-Assad.165  
 
India, on the other hand, strongly opposes foreign intervention and supports state sovereignty (regardless              
of regime type), in part fearing that supporting intervention would set a precedent for foreign intervention                
in Kashmir.166 This means by default, India supports the Assad regime, the current regime within the                
sovereign state of Syria, regardless of the atrocities committed by the Assad government. The fact that the                 
Syrian Foreign Minister visited New Delhi in January 2016 could indicate somewhat warmer relations              
between Damascus and New Delhi.167 Given the centrality of the Syrian Civil War for global power                
dynamics, Turkey and India’s contrasting objectives might put a strain on the otherwise promising              
diplomatic relationship between the nations, but likely will not affect the burgeoning economic exchange.  
 
US-Turkey Relations 
 
Historically, U.S.-Turkey relations have been quite cooperative, on both the economic and diplomatic             
fronts. However, several obstacles have emerged in recent years that could threaten the future of what                
could and should be a very effective partnership between the two nations: Turkey’s drift towards               
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authoritarianism; growing Russo-Turkish rapprochement; and Turkish-Kurdish relations. These frictions         
must be taken into account when considering the trilateral relationship between the U.S., Turkey, and               
India.  

 
The modern diplomatic relationship between the U.S. and Turkey began in 1927, after the founding of the                 
Turkish Republic.168 Two decades later, the two countries created the Economic and Technical agreement,              
applying the Truman Doctrine—a declaration of U.S. support of democratic groups facing suppression by              
external forces in the context of the Cold War—to their relationship.169 The U.S.-Turkey friendship              
deepened into a formal alliance when Turkey joined NATO, the U.S.-led alliance against the Soviet               
Union, in 1951.170 
 
Only a few tensions have marked an otherwise friendly historical diplomatic bond between the U.S. and                
Turkey. First, the 1974 Turkish invasion of Cyprus caused the U.S. to place an arms embargo and Turkey,                  
in retaliation, to close all U.S. defense facilities in the country.171 Second, in 2003, the Turkish Parliament                 
did not allow the U.S. to use Turkish territory as a base for American operations in Iraq, a notable                   
decision for the recently-elected AKP in Ankara.172 However, President Obama and Prime Minister             
Erdogan have since then completed several official visits and spearheaded several joint agreements and              
operations.  
 
In the present, economic cooperation between the U.S. and Turkey is robust, primarily relying upon the                
2009 Framework for Strategic Economic and Commercial Cooperation and the 2013 High Level             
Committee.173 Both have effectively stimulated collaboration in areas such as energy, technology,            
infrastructure, and aerospace technology. Moreover, the U.S. is currently pursuing even stronger            
economic ties with Turkey, believing that even more trade would be fruitful for both parties.174 From 2009                 
onwards, U.S. exports to Turkey have more than doubled.175 Common exports include aircraft, iron, steel,               
oil, cotton, and machinery. Imports into the U.S. from Turkey include vehicles, machinery, iron, steel, and                
marble.176  
 
In addition to economic cooperation, the U.S. and Turkey have a long history of military cooperation.                
Currently, most of this cooperation centers on a mutual interest in counter-terrorism. The earliest              
significant instance of Turkish and American forces working together was when 15,000 Turkish troops              
participated to the American-led coalition during the Korean War.177 Later, after Turkey’s induction into              
NATO, the U.S. constructed and began using the Incirlik Air Base in southern Turkey, which quickly                
became vital to U.S. interests in Asia. The air base was used for American operations during the Cold                  
War, and still houses over 25% of NATO’s nuclear stockpile.178 In the post-Cold War era, Incirlik is still a                   
crucial base for American operations in the Middle East; Incirlik has been used in operations to protect                 
Iraqi Kurds in 1990, for logistical support for U.S. missions in Afghanistan, and most recently as a U.S.                  
base for its ongoing efforts (supported by Turkey) to degrade and destroy IS in Iraq and Syria.179 Despite                  
the attempted coup d’etat on July 15 in Turkey and the ensuing unrest, Incirlik and Turkey more generally                  
remain essential to NATO’s capabilities and U.S. operations in the Middle East.  

 
Turkey is of particular importance to U.S. interests because of its critical geostrategic location. Turkey is                
the easternmost member of NATO, staring across the Black Sea into Russia’s southern underbelly.              
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Furthermore, Turkey controls the vital Bosporus and Dardanelles Straits, connecting the Mediterranean            
and Black Seas.180 
 
Still, despite a history of friendly relations between the U.S. and Turkey, several issues could weaken the                 
otherwise robust relationship. One such potential impediment is the U.S.’ alarm over the AKP’s              
increasing abandonment of democratic and secular values. In 2015, over 150 members of Congress              
expressed objection to the Turkish government’s censorship of media.181 U.S. officials have also shown              
concern over the rights and autonomy of Christians and Jews within Turkey.182 Following the failed coup                
attempt in July 2016, the AKP expelled and detained thousands of soldiers, teachers, and civil servants                
under the charge of involvement in the coup,183 though many believe the real motives for this “purge”                 
were the consolidation of power and elimination of dissenters. This shift to a more authoritarian               
government makes it more difficult for the U.S., a democracy, to establish common ground with Turkey.  
 
Second, ties between Turkey and Russia seem to be strengthening and finding new areas in which to                 
flourish. Given the tensions between the U.S. and Russia at the moment, this could harm U.S.-Turkish                
bilateral relations. Rising energy consumption in Turkey has led it to rely more on Russia as a source of                   
cheap energy.184 Turkey has also explored arms trade deals with Russia.185 In June 2016, Erdogan wrote                
Russian President Vladimir Putin a regretful letter regarding an incident in which a Turkish aircraft shot                
down a Russian aircraft on the Syrian-Turkish border, and in response Putin lifted economic sanctions on                
Turkey. This move can be seen as an attempt from Turkey to build warmer relationships with Russia,186                 
which could hinder U.S.-Turkey ties. In October 2016, Putin visited Turkey to talk about the possibilities                
Russo-Turkish reconciliation and building gas pipelines through Turkey that would directly connect            
Western Europe to Russian gas.187 That both Russia and Turkey have recently had tensions with the U.S.                 
is bringing them closer together, and should be an alarm bell to the U.S. 
 
A final strain between the U.S. and Turkey involves the Kurdish minority, a stateless ethnic group present                 
in Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran. They make up just less than one-fifth of Turkey’s population and do not                   
recognize Turkey as their government.188 Since the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) establishment in             
1984, the Kurds have been embroiled in bitter conflict with Turkey’s government.189 Both Turkey and the                
U.S. recognize the PKK as a terrorist group. However, the Syrian counterpart to the PKK—the               
Democratic Union Party (PYD)—is supported by the US in their operations against Syrian President              
Bashar al-Assad. But Ankara sees the PYD as merely an offshoot of the PKK, and thereby a terrorist                  
group by association. Though both Turkey and the U.S. want Assad out, their starkly contrasting attitudes                
towards the Kurdish people jeopardize cooperation. During the 2016 Jarablus offensive, after pushing             
Islamic State forces out of the border city of Jarablus, Turkish troops and Turkish-supported Syrian               
fighters then attacked the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces, which are supported by the U.S. This               
move caused American Secretary of Defense Ash Carter to request that Turkey focus on the fight against                 
the Islamic State.190 Most recently, in October 2016, during a planned offensive into the Islamic State-held                
city of Raqqa, Lieutenant General Stephen Townsend stated that the U.S. will “welcome any contributing               
nation that wants to make themselves part of the coalition” but not “with a whole bunch of strings                  
attached,”191 implying that Turkey’s objective of suppressing Kurdish people was interfering with            
operations against the Islamic State by creating friction within the anti-IS coalition.  
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Therefore, while U.S.-Turkey relations remain grounded in a relatively strong foundation of decades of              
economic and military cooperation, recent tensions risk jeopardizing the relationship.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Turkey 
 
As discussed above, although the U.S. and Turkey maintain generally friendly relations and remain              
nominal allies within the NATO alliance, a few potential issues arise. First is the shift away from a                  
secular and democratic government by the Erdogan regime, emphasized by the government’s severe and              
brutal response to the attempted coup attempt in July 2016. Second is the increasingly warm relations                
between Turkey, a U.S. ally, and Russia, a U.S. adversary. Third is the dispute Turkish-Kurdish conflict.                
Similarly, despite strong economic bonds, sources of contention for the India-Turkey relationship include             
Turkey’s drift from democracy and the Syrian Civil War.  
 
However, this should not dissuade the U.S. from trying to pull India or Turkey into an anti-Iran and                  
anti-Russia coalition for the Middle East, which India and Turkey, like Saudi Arabia and Israel, should be                 
key pillars of. In order to mollify potential issues between India and Turkey as partners in this alliance,                  
the U.S.’ first priority in the short-term should be to encourage trade between India and Turkey with the                  
goal of making India a more valuable trading partner to Turkey than Russia is to Turkey, thereby                 
decreasing Russian influence in the Middle East.  
 
Although today’s realities may make such a goal look unfeasible, this isn’t in fact the case. Turkey and                  
Russia are indeed working on a major gas pipeline deal that would allow Russian oil direct access to                  
Western European markets while bypassing Eastern Europe. In addition, Russia is a major exporter of oil                
to Turkey. Unfortunately, since India is not an oil producer, India cannot compete with Russia in this                 
sector. However, Turkey does look to India as a very important partner in terms of science and technology                  
and even renewable energy research. These are all robust fields in which Indo-Turkish cooperation can               
and should grow. 
 
In order to stimulate trade between India and Turkey, the U.S. can pursue several tactics. One is engaging                  
in a Middle Eastern summit in which both India and Turkey (but not Iran or Russia) are present, where                   
American, Indian and Turkish representatives can meet on the sidelines and the American delegation can               
underline the advantages of increased Indo-Turkish trade for both parties involved. At such a meeting, it                
should also be underscored that India and Turkey share a common identity as major regional powers with                 
growing economies. The U.S. can also engage in scientific and technological trade with India, even               
engaging in arms trade, emphasizing India as a powerhouse in science and technology and making India                
an even more appealing trading partner for Turkey. This rests on the reality that despite recent tensions                 
between the U.S. and Turkey, Turkey is still a U.S. ally and carefully monitors U.S. moves in Asia.  
 
Overall, although there are undoubtedly tensions in the trilateral relationship between the U.S., India, and               
Turkey, emphasizing economic bonds can pull both India and Turkey closer to one another, towards the                
U.S. and away from Russia and Iran.  
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Part 2: India, the United States, and East Asia 
 
India-China Relations 
 
As bordering states and rising powers, relations between China and India have become increasingly              
prominent and complex throughout the 21st century, especially in the economic realm. India and China               
have recognized the rising influence and strength each holds politically and economically and have              
increasingly made attempts to collaborate. While progress has been made within the realm of              
collaboration, territory, geography, and relations with both Pakistan and the U.S. have created some              
tensions between the two countries. 
 
Economically, India and China have risen as independent powers, which has complicated the relationship              
between the two nations by cushioning political schisms in economic interdependence. China has been              
India’s largest trading partner since 2008, but the value of the goods traded between the two countries has                  
fluctuated.192 When compared to the start of the century, there has been an overall rise in trade between                  
the two countries in recent years. Increasing from $2.92 billion USD in 2000 to $66.57 billion USD in                  
2012, there has been dramatic expansion in direct goods trading between the two countries.193 However,               
the figures from 2012 denote a 10% decrease in trade from the year before.194 It is also important to note                    
that the trade dynamic consists mainly of India importing Chinese-produced goods. The increasing             
economic significance of each country has pushed the leadership of both China and India to create a more                  
open political dialogue. 
 
The political relationship between the two states has become increasingly complex. Both countries are              
cognizant that each is a major power within Asia, which serves to undermine political cooperation               
between the two. Recently, there has been increased political dialogue, but this has faced challenges               
concerning events in East Asia, such as the South China Sea dispute, and the Middle East, with concerns                  
over access to oil and energy sources. Significantly, as Xi Jinping rose to power in China, he emphasized                  
an outline of five points to allow for cooperation between the two countries.195 The Indian Prime Minister,                 
Narendra Modi, has held several meetings with Xi in hopes of increased cooperation with China since                
taking office in 2014.196 In 2010, China (under the leadership of President Hu Jintao) and India (under                 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh) established the India-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue (SED)            
forum as a tool for allowing increased political dialogue between the two countries.197 Since then, the                
countries have met in this forum four times, most recently in October 2016. Yet in many respects direct                  
political cooperation between the two countries has been limited. India has prominently turned its              
attention to China’s relationship with Pakistan, which whom China has cultivated a connection closer than               
that which it shares with India.198 China’s relationship with Pakistan presented a series of difficulties in                
conducting productive dialogue during the fourth SED meeting, especially as tensions rise in India’s              
Kashmir province (which borders Pakistan).199 Sino-Indian talks have also been difficult as the U.S. and               
India have formed closer, amiable ties, which China has come to view as potentially problematic. 
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Geography itself has played a large role in worsening the political relationship between India and China.                
Specifically, water has become a significant problem within the India-China relationship. China has the              
upstream geographical advantage of water sources coming from the Himalayas, which has led to Indian               
concerns over China’s control and potential “monopoly” over India’s downstream access to water.200 The              
Himalayan region also remains a source of continued tension, given that China seized territory in the area                 
after its 1962 war with India.201 Friction over territory has also recently risen to significance in light of the                   
South China Sea ruling by the Permanent Court of Arbitration in July 2016. India was quick to support                  
the Court’s ruling against China’s land claims within the South China Sea, seeing Chinese ambitions as                
potentially threatening to the stability of East Asia.202 After Beijing’s rejection of the court’s ruling, Japan                
and India released a joint statement that pushed for cooperation with the decision.203 However, under Xi’s                
expansive leadership, the China has yet to acknowledge the court’s ruling as legitimate and remove itself                
from territories claimed in the South China Sea.204 
 
While the Indian and Chinese governments have seen an increase in economic and political cooperation,               
the development of events within Asia have brought to light numerous key flashpoints between the two                
countries—namely Pakistan, water, and the South China Sea. India’s economic dependence on China             
should encourage a relatively stable political relationship in the future, yet not without tensions.  
 
US-China Relations 
 
Since 1949, when Mao Zedong declared the creation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the                
relationship between the U.S. and China has been tense and complex, influenced by a myriad of economic                 
and political factors. Over time, it appears that as trade between the two nations has increased, their                 
geopolitical relationship has warmed as well. However, immense tensions persist, as China emerges as a               
potential hegemon in East Asia.  
 
When the PRC was declared by Mao and the Chinese Communists in 1949, Washington was highly                
suspicious of the new government in Beijing. Washington had supported the Communists’ opponents, the              
Nationalists, in the Chinese Civil War.205 Following their defeat in 1949, the Nationalists fled to Taiwan;                
the issue of Taiwan was a point of tension in Sino-US relations for decades, and continues to be an                   
occasional flashpoint. In 1953-1955, 1956, and 1996, crises occurred between China, the U.S. and              
Taiwan, with the U.S. threatening to attack China with nuclear weapons over Taiwan in 1955.206 
 
Beijing and Washington were then on opposite sides in the Korean War (1950-1953), with the U.S.                
supporting South Korea while China supported the communist North.207 About 20 years later, in February               
1972, President Richard Nixon made his famous trip to China, where he signed the Shanghai               
Communique, which paved the way for a normalization of Sino-US relations in the following decades.208               
On January 1, 1979 President Jimmy Carter granted China full diplomatic recognition, in the process               
adopting a “One China” policy and severing normal ties with Taiwan. As diplomatic relations between               
Beijing and Washington grew less cold over the 1970s, trade between the two nations also began to                 
expand, growing from $5 million in 1971 to $900 million in 1973.209  
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Following the economic woes inflicted on China Mao’s Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution,              
Deng Xiaoping led China into an era of trade liberalization starting in the 1980s and sought out reforms                  
that opened the Chinese economy. This change in policy led to China’s incredible economic takeoff,               
averaging 10.1% GDP growth from 1981 to 2011.210 As China became a major economic power, the U.S.                 
came to view China as an essential trading partner. In 2000, President Bill Clinton signed the U.S.-China                 
Relations Act, which granted Beijing permanent normal trade relations with the United States paved the               
way for China’s entry into the World Trade Organization.211  
 
Today, the economic relationship between the U.S. and China today is defined by what Professor Stephen                
Roach coins as “codependency.”212 The world’s two largest economies not only complement each other              
economically, but fuel each other’s growth. The U.S. is the ultimate consumer economy: consumption              
comprises nearly 70% of the country’s GDP.213 As a consumer economy, the U.S. relies on China for                 
cheap goods and labor. In addition, due to its exceptionally-low saving rate, the U.S. has run up a massive                   
bilateral trade deficit with China. Meanwhile, as the ultimate producer economy, China relies on the U.S.                
to support its export-led growth. Nonetheless, US-Chinese economic relations have somewhat stagnated            
since the Financial Crisis of 2007-2008 as Chinese economic growth has slowed, reflecting the overall               
sheepish rate of world economic growth. 
 
The U.S. and China have also in recent years increasingly been at odds geopolitically. As China rises and                  
builds up its military,214 its neighbors, including the American allies of Japan, South Korea, and the                
Philippines, have been extraordinarily concerned about Beijing flexing its muscles over contested island             
chains in the East and South China Seas. In recent years China has been strengthening its position in these                   
key bodies of water by fortifying numerous islands and reclaimed atols.215 China’s often-harsh             
authoritarianism, including the Tiananmen Massacre of 1989 and the crackdowns against political            
dissidents and legal activists by President Xi Jinping in recent years, have also alienated many in                
Washington. Furthermore, China is the most frequent source country for observed distributed            
denial-of-service (DDos) cyberattacks against the U.S.,216 with cybersecurity emerging as an increasingly            
hot point of friction between Beijing and Washington in recent years.  
 
As China rises, the Sino-American relationship is arguably the most important geopolitical relationship in              
today’s geopolitical environment. We will now explore opportunities for cooperation between           
Washington and New Delhi on addressing with China’s rise.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis China 
 
President Obama described the U.S.-India relationship the “indispensable partnership of the 21st            
century.”217 Both the U.S. and India are powerful nations; they are two of the top three energy consumers                  
in the world, and combined make up over 22% of the world’s population.218 However, their partnership                
does not exist in a vacuum. Rather, China plays a fundamental role in the relationship. China is the largest                   
trading partner of the U.S. in exports,219 and the largest trading partner of India in terms of total trade.220                   
China is the largest global consumer of energy, importing over 8 million barrels of oil per day.221 Since                  
the 2008 Financial Crisis, China has sought to expand its influence through the One Belt, One Road                 
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(OBOR) project, steel dumping, geostrategic maneuvering for oil, and increased territorial claims in the              
South China and East China Seas. Neither the U.S. nor India hopes to see China exercise hegemonic                 
power over Asia, so the two nations should partner in acting as an economic and geopolitical                
counterbalance to China’s expanding power. 
 
The U.S. and China are truly codependent. The U.S. needs China’s cheap goods and labor to support its                  
companies and consumer society. China needs U.S. demand to keep its state-owned or state-subsidized              
factories running and citizens employed. What is more, the U.S. is over a trillion dollars in debt to China.                   
Over the past 35 years, China’s economy has grown at an astonishing rate, over 10% from 1980-2010, but                  
its growth is slowing down.222 On the other hand, the U.S. has seen anemic growth post-2008. While                 
China is a partner to the U.S., it is also a competitor. The U.S. has strong economic interests in Asia, and                     
a dominant China would make the other Asia powers more deferential to Chinese interests to American                
ones. Thus, the U.S. should support the growing Indian counterweight to China by continuing to support                
the India-Pacific Economic Corridor (IPEC), which will increase economic connectivity in South Asia.223             
The Trump Administration should also prioritize the U.S.-India State and Urban Initiative, which will              
promote policy innovation on between urban leaders in both countries, specifically on the clean energy               
front. An effective way to counterbalance China’s growth is innovation in clean energy.224 At least one                
nation will become the great clean energy power of the 21st century, and the U.S. and India should join                   
forces to ensure that they, rather than China, are the heavyweights in that field. 
 
The partnership between Washington and New Delhi should not be solely economic. China is seeking to                
expand its influence to Asia and Europe by a variety of means, namely through its pursuit of energy                  
security and island territories. Most of China’s oil goes through the Strait of Malacca, a narrow maritime                 
pathway in between the mid-level powers of Indonesia and Malaysia. China hopes to increase its energy                
security by reducing its reliance on the Strait of Malacca, and is doing so through the China-Pakistan                 
Economic Corridor (CPEC), one of the flagship projects of OBOR. CPEC will allow China to allow some                 
oil imports to bypass the Strait of Malacca. This project is a clear example of China exerting its                  
geopolitical influence. CPEC goes through the region of the Kashmir, contested by India and Pakistan.225               
Should a new permanent alignment occur between Pakistan and China, India will be literally cornered               
into a new Asian military-economic order. The U.S. and India can cooperate to put a check on this                  
development by putting more military naval vessels in the Indian Ocean. Another strategy is at least                
attempting to facilitate trade and thaw relations between India and Pakistan. Pakistan makes up less than 1                 
percent of India’s total merchandise trade,226 meaning that there is plenty of room for growth. The U.S.                 
should also assist India and Pakistan in negotiating peace over the Kashmir, and promote nuclear               
nonproliferation in both countries to promote regional stability. 
 
The U.S. greatly benefits from the economic success of both India and China, but using India as a check                   
to Chinese power would immensely support American geostrategic interests in Asia. A strong India can               
help counterbalance China and prevent it from expanding its sphere of influence too far. Furthermore,               
innovative partnerships with India can stimulate a new era of economic growth in the U.S., particularly in                 
technology and clean energy. This would allow the U.S. to help reduce its codependency with China. The                 
U.S. and India should support China’s pursuit for energy security (a shortage in fuel supply would                
devastate the Chinese economy, and the global economy would be pulled down with it), but the two                 
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countries should also ensure that China is not using this pursuit to create a new alignment in Asia that                   
would put America and Indian interests at risk. 
 
India-Japan Relations 
 
Buddhism was introduced to Japan by the Indian monk Bodhisena in 736 C.E.,227 marking the beginning                
of strong Indo-Japanese cultural ties that have remained strong into the modern age, with shared interest                
in Bollywood and Japanese pop culture (especially anime) facilitating exchanges of young people             
between the two nations. The Indo-Japan Cultural Agreement remains strong with the hosting of              
large-scale events such as the “Japan-India Tourism Exchange Year”.228 Ultimately, Indian and Japanese             
culture exchange is substantial and growing, and can serve as a basis for political friendship. 
 
In terms of security, despite having been Cold War adversaries, India and Japan solidified their military                
partnership through the signing of a security pact on October 22nd, 2008. The security pact establishes                
cooperation in areas such as the policing of the Indian Ocean and the developing of tactics to better                  
combat terrorism. This is especially significant to Japan, as the only other countries with which it has                 
security pacts are the U.S. and Australia.229 On June 9th, 2016, India, Japan, and the U.S. began an annual                   
exercise, Malabar, to “advance the level of understanding between the navies’ sailors” and strengthen              
“mutual confidence, interoperability, and the sharing of best practices”. This alliance forms a bulwark              
against China’s expansion in the East China Sea, South China Sea, Indo-Chinese border, and Indian               
Ocean.230 India’s role can be expected to increase in this alliance, since the U.S. projection of power in the                   
region is failing to match Chinese expansion (from 2000 and 2015, China added 42 new submarines while                 
the United States added 13).231 Annual summit meetings and joint statements such as the “Japan and India                 
Vision 2025 Special Strategic and Global Partnership Working Together for Peace and Prosperity of the               
Indo-Pacific Region and the World” (December 12th, 2015) reflect a trend of strengthening cooperation.232 
Indo-Japanese burgeoning military ties will likely form the backbone of resistance to Chinese expansion,              
especially if U.S. influence in the region declines. 
 
At a bilateral summit in New Delhi in December 2015, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Indian                 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi signed a memorandum of agreement on civil nuclear cooperation. Critical              
forged components from Japan (some of which account for 80% of the global market, despite the other                 
eleven countries that have already signed civil nuclear cooperation agreements with India) form a              
bottleneck to Indian nuclear power production that, considering India’s growing need for a steady supply               
of clean energy, pressures India to compromise over key issues such as reduced liability for accidents,                
restrictive reprocessing procedures, and permanent termination of weapons testing.233 The Chinese export            
of nuclear plants to Pakistan (e.g. Chashma-3 reactor) provides further impetus for accelerated             
Indo-Japanese nuclear cooperation.234 Despite differences in principle over the possession of nuclear            
weapons, India and Japan can be expected to cooperatively develop nuclear energy. 
 
In 2016, Japan committed to investing another $25 billion USD in India in projects such as the Dedicated                  
Freight Corridor and Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor,235 reflecting a continued interest in India’s            
growth as an economic partner (Japan is India’s largest bilateral donor of official development              
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assistance).236 Private sector investment is also strong, with foreign direct investment reaching $18.81             
billion USD between the years 2000 and 2015 (making Japan the fourth largest source of foreign direct                 
investment in India), and with Japanese manufacturing companies ranking India the “most attractive             
investment destination” according to a survey by the Japan Bank of International Cooperation.237 Policy is               
being adjusted to facilitate the development of private ties between the two economies, with the               
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion setting up a mechanism to fast-track Japanese             
investments, and the Tokyo Declaration for Japan-India Special Strategic and Global Partnership targeting             
the doubling of foreign direct investment and number of Japanese firms in India by 2019.238 The                
Japan-India Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement, once fully carried into effect, will lift            
customs duties on 94% of trade between the two nations, enabling massive trade creation.239              

Indo-Japanese trade volume is still limited but can be expected to grow, and Japanese investment and aid                 
will remain instrumental to Indian economic development. 

 
US-Japan Relations 
 
Though the relationship between the U.S. and Japan has at certain points been fraught with tension, the                 
end of World War II marked a turning point in their relationship. Since then, the U.S. and Japan have                   
enjoyed a complex yet positive and cooperative relationship. It would be unsurprising, then, if their               
relationship remains cordial for the foreseeable future.  
 
The early 1900’s was marked with conflicts between U.S. and Japan, ranging from territorial disputes to                
competition over business opportunities in China.240 Following the 1931 Japanese invasion of Manchuria,             
the 1937 Sino-Japanese War, and the 1940 Japanese invasion of Indochina, the U.S. placed embargoes on                
exports vital to Japan, including oil, steel, and iron. These embargoes, which hit particularly hard because                
Japan lacked these resources and the U.S. was its primary supplier, served as an impetus for Japan to enter                   
World War II on the side of the Axis in 1941.241 In December of 1941, Japan bombed Pearl Harbor, and in                     
reaction, the U.S. entered the war on the side of the Allies. From 1942 to the end of the war in 1945,                      
American and Japanese air, naval, and ground forces fought against each other in the Pacific Ocean                
theater.242 Ultimately, World War II drew to a conclusion after the U.S. dropped atomic bombs on                
Japanese cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945, resulting in Japan’s unconditional surrender.243 
 
Following World War II, the U.S., with assistance from several other countries, helped Japan to rebuild.                
The rebuilding of Japan fell into three phases: first, punish and rehabilitate Japan, next improve its                
economy, and finally create formal peace treaties. The first portion involved a major overhaul of Japan’s                
government and societal structures. Notably, Japan was pressed to adopt a new, more democratic              
constitution, which prohibited Japan from having a standing army, enacted land reform, and shifted its               
economy towards a capitalist free market.244 This process of the U.S. cooperating with Japan in rebuilding                
marked the start of a warming of Japanese-U.S. relations.  
 
As the U.S. was concerned about the rise of Communism in Asia, in 1960, the U.S. and Japan signed the                    
Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security. This agreement officially established an alliance between the              
U.S. and Japan and granted the U.S. permission to place American forces in Japanese territory (allowing                
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the U.S. to establish a permanent military presence in Asia), and provided the now-pacifist Japan, which                
was now surrounded by Communist enemies (China and the Soviet Union), with military protection.245              
This ultimately led Japan to become dependent on the U.S. for security and freed it to focus on                  
revitalizing its economy, which Japan was able to do in record time;246 the U.S. began to be viewed as                   
Japan’s “benevolent protector.”  
 
However, the U.S. and Japan certainly faced challenges to their alliance. In the late 1960s, Japanese                
demonstrations against the U.S.’s involvement in the Vietnam War devolved into violence, and in 1971,               
President Richard Nixon undertook economic measures known as the “Nixon shocks”: reacting to Japan’s              
large export surplus with the U.S. and Japanese Prime Minister Eisaku Sato’s failure to restrict the                
abundance of Japanese textiles in the American market, Nixon took the U.S. from the gold standard and                 
badly harmed the Japanese economy, sent Henry Kissinger to China to negotiate a detente in U.S.-China                
relations, and taxed Japanese imports by ten percent. 
 
The 1980s then marked a time of economic competition between U.S. and Japan. Japanese companies               
were dominant in the U.S., there was a substantial trade deficit, and there were barriers to trade that                  
prevented U.S. products from entering the Japanese markets. In response, U.S.-Japanese relations grew             
tenser: in 1985, the U.S. restricted the number of Japanese computer chips that could enter the U.S.                 
market and later fined Japan for violating the policy, and in 1987, American Congressmen publicly               
destroyed a Toshiba radio to express anger at Toshiba (a Japanese company) for having cooperated with                
the Soviet Union. At the end of the 1980s, a Gallup poll found that Americans were wary of Japan; more                    
than half of Americans believed that Japan was a greater threat than the Soviet Union was to the U.S.                   

Ultimately, though, Saddam Hussein’s 1990 Kuwait invasion and the bursting of Japan’s economic             
bubble prevented U.S.-Japan relations from worsening.247 Furthermore, it’s important to note that            
throughout all these problems until now, Japan has continued to fall under the umbrella of U.S. military                 
protection and the U.S. and Japan were still technically allies.  
 
With a vision of U.S.-Japanese relations in the past in mind, it follows that the U.S. and Japan will                   
maintain cordial relations in the future. Japan still relies on the U.S. for military protection (increasingly                
against a newly-assertive China), and the U.S. relies on Japan to position military forces in order to                 
maintain a presence in East Asia and address China’s rise. Japan and the U.S. are allies, and unless some                   
unforeseen drastic event occurs in the near future that alters that, it appears they will remain allies in the                   
future as well.  
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Japan 
 
Japan has served as a major U.S. ally in the Asia-Pacific region and is a cornerstone of any policy in the                     
region, given its shared economic and political interests with the U.S. (and its hosting of numerous U.S.                 
military bases). However, one must take into account the potential for a change in U.S. policy towards                 
Japan, as suggested by President Donald Trump’s rhetoric of American withdrawal from costly             
engagements abroad. This might lead to a situation where Japan and India would have to bear more of the                   
burden for curtailing China’s rise, rather than the U.S. 
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Japan is currently a critical stationing and resupply point for U.S. forces, allowing the U.S. to project                 
power into the East China Sea, and the passing of two security laws in March of 2016 (allowing Japanese                   
Self-Defense Forces to engage in collective defense of allies such as U.S. vessels without violating               
pacifistic principles in its Constitution) suggests Japan can play a larger role in deterring Chinese               
expansionism. However, Japan’s stagnating economy and vocal domestic opposition limit its capacity for             
a military build-up on a scale that would allow it to match Chinese spending. Maintaining a balance of                  
power in the region (especially if the U.S. scales back its direct involvement) requires greater Japanese                
cooperation with India. The U.S. should encourage India and Japan to develop their existing security               
pacts into a mutual defense pact, which would commit the two nations to a unified course of action in                   
East Asia. This measure, in tandem with the existing strong civil nuclear cooperation between India and                
Japan, could give additional assurance to Japan that it would be able to achieve nuclear breakout and                 
establish its own nuclear deterrent in the event that the U.S. withdraws the nuclear umbrella (as President                 
Trump hinted at on the campaign trail). Facilitating stronger ties between India and Japan is in                
Washington’s interest whether or not the U.S. pulls back from East Asia: either way, it would help to                  
balance out Chinese power in the region. Ideally, we recommend that the U.S. not withdraw and work                 
closely with India and Japan to contain China.  
 
Economically, the failure of the U.S.-led Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the development of the              
China-led Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) could see a reversal of fortunes for the              
U.S. in East Asia; previously, the U.S. could have tapped further into the burgeoning Asian market to                 
revitalize its own economy, but is now in danger of being excluded. Japan is considering turning to the                  
RCEP as a substitute means of restarting economic growth, while India has already been in negotiations                
with China on the terms, still deliberating over whether the benefits from increased foreign direct               
investment justify the costs incurred due to the opening of protected industries. Considering that Japan               
already has plans to stimulate investment and construction in India, it may be in the interests of the U.S.                   
to extend technical and financial assistance to the Japanese-led efforts to increase infrastructure and              
capital in India, reducing India’s need for investment from RCEP partners and encouraging India to turn                
to Japan and the U.S. instead of China. This can simultaneously aid in the revitalization of the U.S.                  
(without necessarily increasing immigration and triggering corresponding backlash in the current political            
climate) and Japanese economies (Japan is the fourth largest trading partner of the U.S.) and reduce                
India’s economic dependence on China, preventing the divergence of economic and security interests that              
would complicate the U.S.-India-Japan alliance in the region. 
 
Overall, we recommend that the U.S foster a strong Washington-Tokyo-New Delhi alliance to contain              
Chinese aggression in East Asia. A key element of this should be American encouragement of diplomatic                
and economic ties between Japan and India.  
 
India-South Korea Relations 
 
India and South Korea’s relationship stems from a rich cultural and historical tradition. Until recently, this                
relationship was never fully cultivated. However, in the current environment, characterized by revolutions             
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in technology, the opening of the Indian market, Chinese expansionism, and North Korean aggression,              
India and South Korea now find each other closer than ever before. 
 
The economic factors that drive the relationship between India and North Korea today are significant. In                
2015, India and South Korea exchanged $16.27 billion USD in trade.248 Surely, much of this is a result of                   
the favorable trade deals the countries have developed. For example, the Bilateral Comprehensive             
Economic Cooperation Agreement (CEPA), signed in Seoul in 2009, significantly lowered tariffs between             
the nations and expanded the reaches of Korean banks in India. Subsequently, bilateral trade increased by                
40 percent the following year. As a result of these trade deals, India has risen to become the 7th largest                    
export market for Korean firms, while Korea has provided India with invaluable investment. By              
December 2015, Korean companies had invested $3.91 billion in India.249 Korean giant Posco has also               
agreed to make India’s largest-ever foreign investment in the construction of a $12 billion iron mine and                 
steel mill, one that would create 48,000 jobs if ever implemented in the future.250 The establishment of an                  
Indian Chamber of Commerce in Korea in 2010 and the building of a Korean Industrial Park in the state                   
of Rajasthan will only serve to further the economic goodwill between the powers.251 Finally,              
collaboration in the tech industry and the shipbuilding industry has become a strong focus of the                
India-South Korea relationship. The two nations recently produced MOUs for cooperation in audio-visual             
production.252 They also voiced a commitment to collaboration in electronics hardware manufacturing and             
the formation of a joint working group on shipbuilding.253 
 
India and South Korea similarly share an important strategic partnership that synchronizes the foreign              
policy initiatives of the two nations. The powers already appear to have established strong diplomatic ties.                
For example, on Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s most recent visit to Korea, the two nations                
officially developed a “special strategic partnership.”254 As part of this announcement, the two countries              
declared their commitment to democratic principles and liberal economic systems in Asia. They also              
detailed extensive coordination to come in “foreign affairs [and] defense.” In addition to the              
implementation of annual summit meetings, the creation of a joint commission led by the foreign               
ministers of the two countries, the start of regular cooperation between the National Security Councils of                
the two nations, and the commencement of “staff-level talks between the two navies” will all serve to                 
solidify this goal.255 India’s recent offer to allow South Korea to use its satellite launch facilities, which                 
might eventually aid in intelligence gathering, is another facet of this newfound partnership.256  
 
The key in this budding relationship is that the two countries are approaching their foreign policy in Asia                  
with similar goals. Park’s “Middle Power” diplomacy - trying to build coalitions with other              
non-superpowers in Asia - points naturally toward India. Meanwhile, India’s Act East Policy points              
directly toward Korea. Thus, the two nations have come together as likely allies.257 Korea’s willingness to                
finally accept India into the Nuclear Suppliers Group, since Korea has control over the rotating chair until                 
2017, will only foster greater security cooperation.258 
 
The relationship between India and South Korea is, of course, also born out of extreme fear of common                  
enemies. Both nations are concerned about Chinese expansionism in East Asia. South Korea sees              
expanding Chinese influence firsthand, manifested in the control China has built over North Korea and               
the recent uptick in Chinese activity in the East China Sea. India has also had recent problems with China,                   
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such as the 2013 incident concerning the encampment of Chinese troops in the disputed Depsang               
valley.259 Apart from China, the two nations also find commonalities in their enmity toward Pakistan and                
North Korea. Pakistan and North Korea have been accused of trading nuclear information with one               
another through China.260 Though in the past India has often taken a neutral stance toward North Korea,                 
trading at a rate of about 500 million dollars a year with the nation, Pakistan’s cooperation with North                  
Korea has caused Modi to recently express India’s concern over the North Korean nuclear weapons               
program.261 India and South Korea are brought together by concern over a burgeoning             
Pakistan-China-North Korea axis. 
 
Finally, historical and cultural connections continue to drive India and South Korea together. Before and               
after the Korean War, India played a large role in Korean affairs. For example, Indian Ambassador                
Menon was chair of the UN Temporary Commission on Korea in 1947, directly following World War                
II.262 Further, India was in charge of the safe release of POWs from both sides after the Korean War. A                    
long history of Buddhism in the two nations, which started and spread from India, has also historically                 
brought the two nations together.263 In modern times, it has led to the formation of a sizable “tourism                  
trade” between the two nations. In 2014, the number of tourists going to India from Korea increased to                  
around 100,000 a year, which, for a country of only 50 million, is quite substantial.264 Many of these                  
tourists come to visit Buddhist shrines in India. India has made tourism even easier for Koreans by putting                  
in place a “visa-on-arrival facility [specifically for] tourists from South Korea,” in order to promote               
greater interaction between the two peoples.265 Among other cultural and social measures, South Korea              
and India have also committed to hosting a Festival of India and a Festival of Korea respectively and have                   
expressed interest in a twin city/twin province system between the two nations.266 All of these measures                
indirectly add to greater diplomatic unity and cooperation. 
 
Overall, India and South Korea have recently come to form extensive economic, diplomatic, and cultural               
ties. These ties have started to hint at the possible formation of a strong India-South Korea alliance in                  
Asia, one which could successfully counter multiple threats in the region and steer the direction of Asia in                  
the future. 
 
US-South Korea Relations 
 
The U.S. and South Korea have shared a strong alliance for over six decades, perhaps the most powerful                  
existing relationship in the Asia-Pacific region. Though their diplomatic ties were originally grounded in              
mutual contempt toward the Japanese, who established a 35-year colonial rule over the Korean peninsula               
in 1910 and who provoked the U.S.’s entry into World War II in 1941, their relationship took on                  
significant strategic value after the division of the Korean peninsula in 1945.267 The U.S. created an                
interim government from 1945 to 1948 in South Korea, under the direction of American General John                
Hodges.268 An official, U.S.-backed government was established in the South in 1949, and the U.S.               
established diplomatic relations with this newly-created Republic of Korea (ROK) immediately. When the             
North Korean army invaded South Korea in 1950, a UN-coalition led by the U.S. repelled the invaders                 
and secured safety for the local population. In that conflict alone, the U.S. lost 36,000 soldiers.269 Today,                 
the cooperation that exists between the two nations is largely attributable to this shared legacy of                
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partnership, defense, and sacrifice. 
 
Military ties between the two states have not dissipated since the end of the Korean War, and the alliance                   
continues to represent a valuable asset to both parties. Directly following the conclusion of the war in                 
1953, the U.S. and the ROK established an official military alliance through the Mutual Defense Treaty.                
In 1978, advancing the goals of the first treaty, the U.S. and South Korea created the Combined Forces                  
Command, based in Seoul and headed by U.S. generals.270 Today, the U.S. still retains operational control                
(OPCON) over the South Korean military in times of war.271 Further, in addition to the existing strategic                 
partnerships, around 28,500 U.S. troops from all branches, several B-2 bombers and F-22 stealth fighters,               
are stationed currently in South Korea as part of U.S. Forces Korea.272 In a display of Korean commitment                  
to this U.S. presence, these American units hold annual Ulchi Freedom Guardian military exercises with               
around 50,000 Korean soldiers and remain partly paid for by Korean taxpayer dollars.273 Originally, the               
U.S. established a strong presence in South Korea in order to deter North Korean, and therefore                
Communist, aggression. Today, as Cold War tensions subside, the recognition by the U.S. government of               
these stationed forces as assets of “dual use” leads to the conclusion that they represent a strong military                  
base for U.S. intervention in other Asian regions (including the East China Sea).274 Strong Chinese               
resistance toward the implementation of U.S.-made Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)           
systems, a shared U.S.-made ballistic missile defense system, in South Korea supports this             
interpretation.275 South Korea’s involvement in American military expeditions in Vietnam, Afghanistan,           
and Iraq similarly points to the fact that the military alliance is shifting its focus toward other Asian                  
conflicts outside of the Korean peninsula.276  
 
Diplomatic ties, both historic and modern, also drive the two powers together in the Asia-Pacific sphere.                
Both nations are members of several important international organizations which promote their            
partnership, such as the NSG, the G-20 summit (which Korea hosted in 2011), the Organization for                
Economic Cooperation and Development, and the UN.277 South Korea also served alongside the U.S. in               
the historic Six Party Talks with Russia, China, Japan, and North Korea, discussing North Korea’s nuclear                
program and the future of the Korean peninsula.278 More recently, strong personal ties between former               
Korean president Lee Myung-bak and former President Barack Obama led to a flourishing of bilateral               
agreements.279 In the latest demonstration of commitment to the U.S., directly following North Korea’s              
January 5, 2016 nuclear test, former South Korean president Park Geun-Hye immediately contacted             
Obama for diplomatic consultation. In contrast, it took Park a month to establish any sort of discussion                 
with the Chinese over the matter.280 Thus, diplomatic relations continue to propel Washington and Seoul               
together. 
 
The economic and cultural partnerships between the U.S. and South Korea have formed an important               
cornerstone in their relationship. The Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, drafted in 2007 and ratified in               
2012, has served to dramatically strike down tariffs and other barriers to trade between the two nations.                 
By the tenth year of its implementation, this trade deal, the largest signed by the U.S. since NAFTA, will                   
have eliminated around 98% of the tariffs between the U.S. and the ROK and will have increased exports                  
from the U.S. to Korea by an estimated 11 billion dollars.281 To put this in perspective, current trade                  
between the nations already totals at around 150.4 billion dollars, almost a 70 percent increase from what                 
it was in 2005.282 As of 2006, the U.S. was the ROK’s third-largest trading partner (after China and Japan)                   
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and its single largest source of foreign direct investment.283 Meanwhile, the ROK is America’s              
sixth-largest goods-trading partner.284 The two countries are tightly connected in the exchange of             
advanced services, semiconductors, electronics, aircraft, and agricultural products.285 In terms of cultural            
connections, South Korea sends the highest number of students per capita to the U.S. to study out of any                   
industrialized nation. Further, as the U.S. Department of State has stated, “common [cultural] values of               
democracy, human rights, and the rule of law,” bring the powers together.286 Therefore, from an economic                
and cultural perspective, collaboration and connection between the two states is also notable. 
 
In conclusion, the U.S. and South Korea have had a strong diplomatic and military partnership throughout                
modern history, born out of cooperation after World War II and after the Korean War. As the two nations                   
grow closer economically and culturally, despite a small nationalist (and therefore anti-American)            
movement in South Korea, the two nations will continue to benefit from a strong relationship, informed                
by their current stance against aggressors in Asia.287 The U.S.-South Korea alliance is proving in modern                
times to be just as significant to Asian diplomacy and security as it was in the past, though in newer ways                     
and in more diverse regions. 
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis South Korea 
 
Though the U.S., ROK, and India have long held diplomatic ties between one another, they have never                 
unified these bilateral relations into a single bloc. In the contemporary era, where the menaces posed by                 
North Korea, China, and Pakistan threaten the stability of the region, the U.S. needs to not only strengthen                  
the existing economic, strategic, and social partnerships it has with India and South Korea, but unite them                 
into a single axis along with Japan and other American allies in the East Asian region. 
 
An Indo-South-Korean-American axis could prove to be a vital strategic power against nuclear             
proliferation in Pakistan, as well as against a nuclear North Korea. As stated previously, India and South                 
Korea have recently signed a strategic partnership agreement, partially to counterbalance increased            
Pakistani-North Korean cooperation.288 This was in response to accusations from the international            
community that Pakistan and North Korea were trading nuclear information with one another through              
China.289 Concerning North Korea in particular, further nuclear threats toward the U.S. and a growing               
notion that North Korea has successfully adapted its nuclear bomb for short-range missile launches              
continue to push the U.S. and South Korea together.290 The possible installment of U.S.-made THAAD               
missile defense systems in South Korea are clearly a direct result of conflict with North Korea.291                
However, if the U.S. chose to coordinate that deployment with Indian intelligence, it could better regulate                
the information transfer between Pakistan and North Korea. Further, were the U.S. willing to integrate a                
THAAD-like system in India, it could be a strong step in protecting the nation from Pakistan (and China),                  
forging a greater partnership, and ensuring the stability of the entire region. 
 
Combatting terrorism would represent the other crucial component of a new Indo-South-Korean-U.S.            
strategic partnership. As the U.S. continues to its war with the Islamic State, maintaining a stable                
Afghanistan (a nation with geographic proximity to both India and Pakistan) is a key aspect of                
Washington’s plan for a stable Middle East. However, continuing conflict between the U.S. and Afghan               
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government forces and the Taliban and local terrorist militias is far from over. Just recently on November                 
12, 2016, four Americans were killed during a Taliban suicide bombing of a U.S. base in Afghanistan.292  
 
Meanwhile, recent tensions between the U.S. and Pakistan have reached their own boiling point following               
continuing uncertainty about Pakistan’s commitment to eradicating terrorism.293 In terms of American            
ideals, the U.S. sees Pakistan’s unwillingness to fully divorce itself from the Taliban as a direct threat to                  
democracy, equality, and safety in the region. As such, by strengthening strategic cooperation with India               
and South Korea, through pacts and three-way military exercises, the U.S. could better check Pakistan and                
pose a greater threat to Pakistani terror groups such as the Taliban. By involving South Korea in this                  
effort, which has sent troops to Iraq and Afghanistan in the past to fight alongside American troops, the                  
U.S. could expand its fighting force and the international credibility of its interventions.294 
 
A trilateral economic agreement between the U.S., India, and South Korea could help strategically combat               
Chinese influence in East Asia. China’s recent military dominance in the South China Sea, as well as its                  
rise in the Asian economy, has led to fear among a number of smaller Asian nations of Chinese expansion                   
and hegemony in the region. Further, its burgeoning economic ties with different Asian nations has led to                 
the formation of new cooperative agreements that are seen as expansionist in nature. For example, the                
multi-billion-dollar trade route China opened with Pakistan recently seeks to unite the two nations under               
the banner of the growing Chinese economy.295 China’s growing trade with Vietnam and even Iran poses                
a similar threat of Chinese hegemony in the region.296 China’s recent expansionist attitude has South               
Korea, the Philippines, Japan, and even India on edge. As China’s trade rates with India and South Korea                  
have stagnated compared to its expanding trade with other nations in the region, the U.S. could seize this                  
opening to better establish its own economic relationship with India through South Korea.297 Were the               
U.S. to partake in South Korea’s recent Bilateral Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement            
(CEPA), or even include India in its own Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, it could better build up                 
economic interdependence between India and the U.S.298 While this has its own economic advantages              
(considering India is projected to be one of the world’s top five economies by 2030), this step would give                   
the U.S. a strategic advantage in bringing it, India, and South Korea closer together.299 Additionally,               
increased economic interdependence reduces the likelihood of interstate conflict and would provide an             
economic and political bulwark against China in the event of hostilities. 
 
In conclusion, the U.S. should seek to form an axis of power in Asia through India and South Korea. Not                    
only do these nations share many American values, but they represent two strong and growing powers in                 
the region. Such an alliance would serve American, Indian, and South Korean interests in both South and                 
East Asia and serve as a counterweight to China, Pakistan, and North Korea.  
 
India-Indonesia Relations 
 
India and Indonesia share ancient ties that date back thousands of years. In fact, Indonesia’s name literally                 
means “Indian island”.300 Indonesian culture, religion and language can be traced back to Indian              
influence. However, these ties were disrupted by years of colonial rule. After World War II, both                
countries had a warm relationship due to their shared struggles for independence. Today, they remain               
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friendly and continue to build ties across all sectors. These ties have been particularly intensified since                
1991 due to India’s “Look East” policy, which marked greater strategic involvement in Southeast Asia as                
a counterweight to China’s rising influence.301 We will examine broadly the diplomatic, economic,             
military and cultural ties between the two nations. 
 
India and Indonesia officially opened relations with the Treaty of Friendship in 1951.302 During their               
respective struggles for independence, the leaders of Indonesia and India, Sukarno and Jawaharlal Nehru,              
collaborated closely in supporting the causes of Asian and African independence. Both leaders were              
spearheading parties in the foundation of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) at the Bandung Conference              
in 1955. Today the countries frequently engage on a high level diplomatically. 
 
India also engages with Indonesia through the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), of              
which Indonesia is the largest member state. India became a sectoral dialogue partner with ASEAN in                
1992 after the launch of the ‘Look East Policy’. From 2002, India and ASEAN started holding annual                 
summits at the sidelines of ASEAN summits. India also acceded to ASEAN's Treaty of Amity and                
Cooperation in Southeast Asia in 2003.303 
 
Economically, Indonesia has emerged to become the second-largest trading partner of India in the              
ASEAN region. Bilateral trade has increased from $6.9 billion USD in 2007-08 to $19.03 billion USD in                 
2014-15. In FY 2015-16 the bilateral trade amounted to $0.9 billion USD. The decrease was registered                
due to the prevailing global economic situation, a fall in commodity prices and fewer overall imports by                 
Indonesia.  India is the largest buyer of crude palm oil from Indonesia and imports coal, minerals, rubber,                 
pulp, paper, and hydrocarbons reserves. India exports refined petroleum products, maize, commercial            
vehicles, telecommunication equipment, oil seeds, animal feed, cotton, steel products, and plastics to             
Indonesia. India also exports pharmaceuticals in bulk to Indonesia.304 
 
As for security, three separate security agreements were concluded between the Indonesian and Indian air               
forces, navies, and armies in 1956, 1958, and 1960, respectively. Following these agreements, India              
provided military assistance to Indonesia’s counterinsurgency campaign in the 1950s and both countries             
conducted their first joint naval exercises in July 1960. However, military ties and interests were               
somewhat divergent for the next two decades, as the Cold War drew India closer to the Soviet Union and                   
Indonesia closer to the U.S. This situation was replaced by a more cooperative mentality after the end of                  
the Cold War, the ouster of Suharto and the “Look East” policy of India. Indonesia has resumed defence                  
engagement with India across all branches of the armed forces. The maritime security cooperation is               
perhaps the most significant, as both countries share a common boundary as littorals of the Indian Ocean.                 
Such cooperation includes coordinated patrols, joint bilateral or multilateral exercises, as well as             
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief.305 
 
Culturally, Indonesia adopted Pallawa Script and Sanskrit Language from India. Islam, Hinduism and             
Buddhism was also brought from India to Indonesia. Famous Indian Epics, such as The Ramayana and                
the Mahabharata, as well as 9th century Borobudur and Prambanan temples, are all imprints of India’s                
influence on Indonesian culture.306 Presently, Bollywood films and music are popular in Indonesia.307             
India operates the Jawaharlal Nehru Indian Cultural Centre (JNICC) in Indonesia to promote Indian art,               
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Hindi and Tamil, as well as yoga.308 
 
Indonesia is even more strategically important to India now as a bulwark against Chinese assertiveness,               
particularly in the South China Sea in recent years. India is likely to continue pursuing engagement with                 
the Southeast Asian region as an extension of its Look East policy as China becomes more active in the                   
region. It will be important to observe how foreign policy shifts under new leadership. Indonesian               
President Joko Widodo is far less foreign policy-oriented than his predecessor, Susilo Bambang             
Yudhoyono, whereas Modi is highly concerned with India’s position in the world. Different priorities              
may lead to slightly reduced engagement in the near future.309 Overall, however, friendly relations are               
likely to persist for the foreseeable future. 
 
US-Indonesia Relations 
 
The U.S. and Indonesia, the second and third largest democracies in the world, have enjoyed generally                
strong relations since Indonesia gained its independence in 1949. The U.S. helped Indonesia oust the               
Dutch by threatening to withhold Marshall Aid from the Dutch if they did not grant Indonesia its                 
independence; the U.S. yearned for an independent Indonesia that could serve as an important bulwark               
against Communism.310 Alleged human rights abuses by Indonesia in the 1990s put this relationship under               
strain, but cooperation has since been improving. The U.S. is now placing more focus on strengthening                
ties with Indonesia as part of its orientation to the Asia-Pacific. We understand American goals in                
cultivating this relationship to be firstly to deter Chinese expansionism and secondly to dampen the rise of                 
radical Islam by partnering with the most Muslim-populous country in the world. This essay will look at                 
the broad diplomatic, military, economic and cultural ties between these two nations. 
 
Diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Indonesia have been strengthening over the years. They began               
on a solid foundation as the U.S. assisted Indonesia through its independence process. The U.S. saw the                 
Indonesian leaders’ quashing of a Communist uprising in the “Madiun Affair” of 1948 as an affirmation                
of the prospective leaders’ commitment against Communism, and thus pressured Dutch forces to leave              
their former colony. Diplomatic relations officially opened when respective embassies were opened in the              
two countries in 1949 and 1950.311  
 
The U.S. has stepped up Indonesian engagement post 9/11 to curb the rise of radical Islam as well as                   
China’s influence. A watershed in diplomatic relations was the 2010 United States-Indonesia            
Comprehensive Partnership (CP), which set forth a framework of closer relations across multiple sectors.              
312 Based on its success, in 2015 the two countries upgraded the partnership, extending cooperation to                
issues of regional and global significance. 
 
Military ties were fraught with tension in the 1990s due to Indonesia’s human rights abuses in East Timor,                  
but have since improved. When East Timor voted overwhelmingly in 1999 for independence from              
Indonesia, Indonesia invaded and killed as many as 1500 Timorese. As a result, the U.S. suspended                
military ties with Indonesia and only reinstated them in 2005.313 In 2010, under the framework of CP                 
Washington and Jakarta initiated a Defense Planning Dialogue to strengthen bilateral defense cooperation             
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and support Indonesian-led reform efforts. Now, they are in talks to deepen collaboration on new areas of                 
interest such as maritime cooperation, peacekeeping, disaster relief and countering transnational threats. 
 
The U.S. engages economically with Indonesia, the largest economy in Southeast Asia, through robust              
trade as well as developmental aid programs. In bilateral trade cooperation, since 1998, Indonesia and the                
U.S. have had a “TIFA” (Trade and Investment Framework Agreement). Trade has been growing steadily              
due to Indonesia’s recovery from the Asian Financial Crisis and a growing middle class. U.S. bilateral                
goods trade with Indonesia totaled almost $27 billion in 2015.314 The U.S. is the second largest investor in                  
Indonesia. The U.S. also provides aid to Indonesia through the U.S. Agency for International              
Development (USAID),315 providing aid worth about $600 million to assist Indonesia in its domestic              
development challenges, which include poverty and poor infrastructure. However, there still remain            
challenges to further economic engagement between the U.S. and Indonesia, such as protectionist laws              
and limited infrastructure in Indonesia.  
 
Overall, the U.S. and Indonesia have largely overcome the tensions that existed between the two states in                 
the 1990s. Security challenges, including but not limited to increased Chinese aggression in the South               
China Sea and the rise of radical Islam, have compelled the U.S. and Indonesia to deepen their                 
collaboration as a bulwark against these threats. While they have laid out their plans in the past few years                   
to better bilateral relations, more time is needed to see if these plans will fully come to pass. 
 
Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis Indonesia 
 
The U.S. should view growing India-Indonesia ties positively, as India’s relations with Indonesia serves              
as a bulwark against increasing Chinese influence in the region. This is an increased possibility given that                 
multiple countries, in response to the prospect of American isolationism under President Trump, are              
pondering closer relationships with Beijing. The U.S. should increase its engagement in East Asia to both                
encourage the development of these networks between the various Asian nations suspicious of Chinese              
intentions and to ensure its membership in these networks. We recommend a policy of robust American                
engagement in the Asia-Pacific, along with India, Indonesia, and others (including Japan and South              
Korea, as discussed above) to counter China’s rise.  

 
To ensure that India remains aligned with American interests, the U.S. should continue its considerable               
trading with and investment in the Indian economy. The U.S. is currently India’s second largest trade                
partner and one of its largest direct investors, while India is only America’s 11th largest trade partner. This                  
asymmetrical economic relationship gives the U.S. more leverage to hedge against India’s increasing             
assertiveness in the international community. At the same time, by bolstering India’s economy, the U.S.               
enables the India to take a more proactive role in Asia.  
 
Second, the U.S. should encourage greater development of networks that cut across the U.S., India, and                
Indonesia. This should be pursued primarily through economic means. One can think firstly of              
multinational trade alliances like the TPP which ties the U.S. to multiple nations across Asia. The other                 
means through which the U.S. should pursue multilateral networks with India and Indonesia is through               
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diplomatic connections via international organizations like the UN, International Monetary Fund (IMF),            
and World Bank (WB). As developing nations, India and Indonesia still look to these supranational               
organizations for aid and developmental support. Maintaining the U.S.’s primacy in these organizations             
would allow for a platform for stronger connections between these nations. 

 
U.S. efforts to engage more richly with India will have a spillover effect in India-Indonesia relations. This                 
not only provides more opportunities for the U.S. to tap on two developing nations with huge potential                 
and large populations, but also helps to cement the U.S.’s continued presence in Asia. 
 
India-Philippines Relations 

 
Relations between India and the Philippines, in the words of the Indian government, are “cordial” but                
“have been relatively unexplored and reflect a lack of informed knowledge about one another.”316 Both               
countries are members of international organizations such as the Asia Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) and              
the Group of 77 (G-77), which respectively seek to unite Asian sub-blocs (e.g. the Association of                
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC))             
and to build diplomatic and economic relationships between developing nations in the Southern             
Hemisphere.317 Through participation in these groups and the UN, India and the Philippines have              
strengthened their ties; however, the level of Indian-Filipino trade and political partnership is not              
particularly significant. This brief will explain the countries’ limited connections and consider the             
potential for future bilateral cooperation. 
 
According to the Indian Ministry of External Affairs (MEA), “India and the Philippines formally              
established diplomatic relations on 26 November, 1949, shortly after both countries gained independence             
(Philippines in 1946 and India in 1947).”318 Up to that point, both countries had suffered under European                 
colonial rule for long periods of time - India since 1858 under the British crown, following decades of                  
influence by the British East India Company, and the Philippines from 1521 to 1898 under Spanish                
control and from 1898 to 1946 as an American territory.319 Each emerged from colonial rule with a                 
“strong democratic polity,” “an independent judiciary and press, and the wide use of the English               
language.”320  
 
Since 1991, India has employed the “Look East” strategy, a set of policy initiatives meant to bring India                  
closer to its Asia-Pacific allies.321 Conceived to enhance India’s status as an Asian power, the “Look East”                 
campaign has expanded to include security treaties and ambitious economic agreements, including free             
trade deals with Sri Lanka and Thailand and a series of major investments in Burma’s military and                 
infrastructure.322 The MEA has described the plan as “a priority pillar of (India’s) foreign policy (that) has                 
resulted in intensified relations with countries in the region, both bilaterally and as a regional grouping.                
Coupled with current developments in the Philippines, the stage appears to (be) set for a dramatic                
intensification in… cooperation on matters related to foreign policy, security, defence, trade, tourism,             
people-to-people relations and culture.”323 The Philippines is party to the ASEAN-India Comprehensive            
Economic Cooperation Agreement (ASEAN-India CECA) but has not experienced a notable increase in             
its individual relations with India.324 In addition, the Indian government provided humanitarian aid to the               
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Philippines in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan. Expectations of future increases in Indian trade and               
foreign investment in the Philippines will be discussed further later in this brief. 
 
India and the Philippines share limited military ties, even though they face similar security issues. As                
members of the same regional organizations, such as the ACD, and agreements, such as the ASEAN-India                
CECA, the countries have many of the same economic and political interests. Each is also faced with a                  
daunting terrorism threat: India’s stems mainly from religious tension between Hindus and Muslims and              
separatist sentiment in the disputed Kashmir, Jammu, and Ladakh regions, while in the Philippines radical               
extremism is most commonly perpetrated by the Islamic group Abu Sayyaf and by drug traffickers.325 To                
date, however, there has been little public collaboration between the Indian and Filipino governments to               
eradicate the violence plaguing their countries. The INTELEX system of information sharing has             
promoted proactive defense cooperation throughout the region, but the Philippines’ role in intelligence             
collection has been minor, so far. 
 
Since the election of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, India has taken a more principled and aggressive                
stance on the dispute in the South China Sea. A firm supporter of the “freedom of navigation” doctrine,                  
Modi has expanded India’s role in keeping the Sea neutral from those who would otherwise attempt to                 
exercise control over the commercial hub, like China. Many countries in the region, such as Vietnam,                
endorse India’s presence as a peacekeeper and an enforcer of maritime law.326 In 2013, the Philippines                
brought a case against China over the Spratly Islands to the Permanent Court of Arbitration, which ruled                 
in July 2016 in favor of the Philippines.327 The Philippines has also supported India’s rise in the South                  
China Sea region, although it does not have much influence over India or China’s decisions. 
 
Indian-Filipino trade has increased over the past few decades, although neither country considers the other               
a main commercial partner. According to the Indian embassy in Manila, India and the Philippines first                
signed a trade deal in 1979, but did not experience significant trade growth until the late 1990’s, following                  
the implementation of the “Look East” policy.328 The ASEAN-India CECA, signed in 2009 and fully               
enacted in 2011, has increased trade further between the two countries. According to MIT’s Observatory               
of Economic Complexity, India exported $1.15 billion worth of goods to the Philippines in 2014,               
including pharmaceuticals, refined petroleum, automobiles, and bovine meats.329 India imported $441           
million of goods - mainly computer parts, integrated circuits, vehicles, and palm oil, among others - from                 
the Philippines that year, less than half of what it sent.330 
 
Numerous Indian companies hold major direct or portfolio investments in the Philippines. The Agreement              
for Promotion and Protection of Investments (BIPPA) was signed in 2000, and as a direct result many                 
Indian production facilities opened in the Philippines, including factories that make textiles, garments,             
steel, chemicals, aeronautics equipment, and medication.331 In April 2014, an Indian company won a bid               
to upgrade and operate the Cebu-Mactan airport in the Philippines for the next 25 years, at a value of                   
roughly 17.5 billion Pesos, or $360 million dollars.332 The total value of Indian investments in the                
Philippines is estimated to be around $500 million, while the Filipino investment in India is thought to be                  
much more modest.333 
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It is likely that trade between India and the Philippines will increase moving forward. The Indian embassy                 
in Manila, in reference to the commercial relationship between the two countries, stated that the “existing                
full potential has not been realized and there is need to further facilitate trade between the two countries                  
especially since both economies are growing and are complementary to each other.”334 As well, multiple               
Indian and Filipino industries, such as tobacco cultivation, have established trade groups that frequently              
meet with their governments to promote commercial intercourse between the two countries. Indian             
authorities expect production levels in the generic pharmaceuticals industry to spike within the next              
decade, as a major component of Filipino domestic policy is the promotion of universal access to generic                 
medication.335 The Philippines is also increasingly being viewed as a “launchpad” for supplying nearby              
island nations such as Palau, Micronesia, and the Marshall Islands with Indian goods. 
 
India and the Philippines have very different cultures but have worked in recent years to bridge that                 
divide. India is predominantly Hindu with a significant Muslim population, while the Philippines is              
overwhelmingly Christian.336 A formal cultural exchange program was implemented with the goal of             
fostering a “more informed understanding” of India within the Philippines, and the MEA has sent several                
troupes of renowned Indian singers, dancers, actors, and artists to Filipino institutions, along with Indian               
books and art. Despite government efforts, there is not much tourism between the two countries; the only                 
direct flight from India to the Philippines was cancelled in two years after it was announced, with carriers                  
citing low demand.337 
 
According to the MEA, “there is a sizable Indian community in the Philippines which is estimated to be                  
around 70,000 (a conservative estimate).”338 Mostly composed of Punjabis and Sindhis, the Indians living              
in the Philippines are generally involved in trade, manufacturing business, microfinance, education, or             
religious affairs. Some work in regional bases of groups like the Asian Development Bank and the                
International Rice Research Institute, while others are studying to receive their commercial pilot’s license              
from Filipino flight schools.339 
 
The relationship between India and the Philippines has yet to be thoroughly explored in any meaningful                
way. Each country has experienced strong economic growth in recent years, both in real production and in                 
structural development through infrastructure creation and international trade facilitation through          
multilateral agreements, but neither has engaged with the other on a consistent basis. The governments of                
India and the Philippines do, however, share the opinion that great potential exists for the future of their                  
relationship. Over the next few years, observers can expect increases across the board in Indian-Filipino               
trade, cultural exchange, military cooperation, and other areas. 
 
US-Philippines Relations 
 
The U.S. and the Philippines have enjoyed close, mutually beneficial relations for decades. Following its               
recognition of Filipino independence in 1946, the U.S. maintained a strong presence in the Philippines               
both militarily and economically, frequently solidifying bilateral ties through trade and security            
agreements. In recent months, however, relations between the two countries have worsened as Filipino              
President Rodrigo Duterte has attempted to distance his country from the U.S. and move closer to China.                 
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This portion of the brief will explore the complex, multidimensional relationship between the two              
countries. 
 
The Filipino Embassy in Washington, D.C., describes the relationship between the Philippines and the              
U.S. as “robust, dynamic and strategic,” having been “nurtured by a shared history and adherence to                
common values, especially a commitment to freedom, democracy and a market economy. From             
combating war against terrorism to war against poverty, the partnership between the Philippines and the               
U.S. is broad-based, opening fresh avenues for greater cooperation.”340 As described below, the U.S. and               
the Philippines have maintained a close relationship for decades in every way. 
 
Recently, however, Filipino President Rodrigo Duterte has declared his interest in moving away from the               
U.S. and closer to China.341 It has not yet become clear whether Duterte and the Filipino government will                  
move forward with this decision, but during his administration, relations between the Philippines and the               
U.S. have soured. In the coming months, it should become apparent whether or not the “separation” from                 
the U.S. Duterte seems to desire will occur.342 
 
The U.S. and the Philippines have an extensive history of military cooperation. From the annexation of                
the Philippines after the Spanish-American War of 1898 until the early 1990’s, the U.S. operated               
numerous military bases in the Philippines, and in January 2016, an agreement was ratified to allow the                 
U.S. military to again operate bases in the island nation.343 344 This extension of American power into the                  
South China Sea has been widely appraised as a countermeasure against China’s aggressive military              
expansion into the region.345 The U.S. has engaged in similar exercises with regional powers like Japan in                 
the past, and plans to send several advanced aircraft and naval equipment to create an even more visible                  
American military deterrent.346 
 
The U.S. provides large amounts of military aid to the Philippines. According to the Filipino Embassy,                
during the 2012 fiscal year the U.S. gave $30 million in Foreign Military Financing, $1.8 million in                 
International Military Education and Training, $2.45 million in International Narcotics Control and Law             
Enforcement, and $9.52 million in Non-proliferation, Anti-terrorism, Demining and Related Programs.347           
Moreover, the two countries entered into a Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT) in 1951, making the               
Philippines the only official MDT ally of the U.S. in Southeast Asia besides Thailand.348 The comments                
made by President Duterte have raised fears that the Philippines may again expel U.S. troops or simply                 
not renew pre-existing bilateral agreements, but many American military leaders have publicly stated that              
such an action is unlikely to occur, at least in the manner described by Duterte. 
 
The commercial relationship between the Philippines and the U.S. is robust. The U.S. is generally one of                 
the Philippines’ greatest trading partners: in 2014, the Philippines imported $6.65 billion worth of goods               
to the U.S. and exported $9.4 billion.349 Only China had consistently greater volume of trade with the                 
Philippines.350 According to the Office of the United States Trade Representative (OUSTR), the             
Philippines “is currently our 37th largest goods trading partner,” and as a result of the existing structural                
framework that governs the two nations’ economic partnership, this trend should continue moving             
forward, barring any changes (see below).351 The agreements that underlie this relationship include a              
Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA, 1989) and commitments to bilateral cooperation to             
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prevent illegal activity and promote development.352  
 
Filipino investment in the U.S. has increased dramatically in recent years. In 2012, Filipino companies               
held $240 million in foreign direct investment (FDI) in the U.S., an increase of 112.4% compared to the                  
previous year. American companies control $4.6 billion worth of FDI in the Philippines, a figure which                
has held fairly stable. The majority of this investment is in the manufacturing sector, as Filipinos usually                 
earn less in wages than their American counterparts require for similar work. A formal report of Filipino                 
FDI in the U.S. is unavailable, according to the OUSTR.353 

 

A key component of President Barack Obama’s foreign policy was his “Pivot to Asia,” which involved                
the ratification of trade deals such as the TPP and a broader attempt to reduce China’s dominance of the                   
Asia-Pacific region.354 A series of policies and diplomatic visits were meant to strengthen ties between the                
U.S. and the Philippines and improve their already-profitable relationship. Recently, however, the rhetoric             
employed by President Rodrigo Duterte has marked a shift in the Philippines’ willingness to do business                
with American companies.355 Duterte has questioned the necessity of current trade deals and is seen as                
moving closer to China, in what would be a major blow to Obama’s foreign policy legacy. It is too soon                    
to know what the outcome of Duterte’s “separation” will be, but it almost certainly will lead to reduced                  
commercial intercourse and worsened general relations unless mitigating action is taken by the U.S. 
 
The U.S. and the Philippines have several strong cultural ties because of their shared history. English is                 
one of the Philippines’ official languages and is widely taught in schools, due to the influence of the                  
U.S.356 Similarly, many Filipino dialects are now written in Latin script as a result of the American and                  
Spanish colonial influences. As well, a majority of Filipinos – nearly 93% - practice Christianity, as is                 
true in the U.S., where over 70% identify as Christian.357 358 
 
For the most part, however, that is where the two countries’ cultural similarities end. Filipino culture is                 
still heavily based on customs of natives, while in the U.S. Native American culture has been replaced by                  
European norms. Whereas the Philippines is overwhelmingly comprised of people of color, the U.S. is               
80% white.359 360 To bridge these divides, the U.S. and the Philippines have begun a number of cultural                  
exchange programs, such as the US-Philippines Society, a non-partisan group founded to “broaden and              
expand interaction and understanding in areas of security, trade, investments, tourism, the environment,             
history, education and culture between the U.S. and the Philippines.”361 Efforts to increase tourism and               
education have become commonplace, too: 55,080 Americans traveled to the Philippines between August             
2015 and August 2016, an increase of 10.05% compared to the prior year.362 As a result of the significant                   
cultural bonds between the Philippines and the U.S., 92% of Filipinos had a favorable image of the U.S.                  
in 2015, up from 85% in 2013, while only 54% held the same opinion of China.363 
 
Overall, relations between the U.S. and the Philippines have been positive and important components of               
each nation’s foreign policy. Hiccups over the past few months should not degrade the closeness of this                 
partnership, which has led to rapid development in the Philippines and increased wealth in the U.S.                
Should the Philippines truly seek to remove itself from the American sphere of influence, the geopolitical                
balance of the South China Sea and, more broadly, the Asia-Pacific region as whole will begin to tip away                   
from the U.S.’ favor. 
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Opportunities for US-India Cooperation vis-à-vis the Philippines 
 
The leaders of the U.S., India and the Philippines currently find themselves in positions of unique and                 
crucial importance. The manners in which they address these problems over the next decade will surely                
reshape the national narratives that have defined the three countries in the recent past, as well as the                  
trajectories of many other countries throughout the world that look to these as examples. The following                
are policy proposals meant to address these issues from the American perspective. 
 
The most concerning issue for the U.S. in the Asia-Pacific is the increasing share of power being seized                  
by China. The Chinese government has constructed several artificial islands in the South China Sea since                
2014 and is now actively attempting to control the critical maritime and military channels in the region.                 
The solution we propose to this issue is twofold: first, the U.S. should work with neighboring powers like                  
India, the Philippines, Japan, and others to coordinate a response. Appropriate responses would not trigger               
hostile responses from the Chinese, but would send a message that the U.S. plans to protect its ships’                  
freedom of navigation. For instance, the U.S. could pursue a security agreement with countries in the                
region with the intention of protecting against threats from state and non-state actors (see next paragraph),                
under which the new alliance could increase its military presence in the Pacific with bases and patrols of                  
its own. Certainly, the goal should not be to militarize Asia as part of an arms race with China, but soon –                      
if not now – it will be necessary to adopt a firm series of countermeasures. Simultaneously, Washington                 
should look to less military-based solutions that involve cooperation with individual countries through             
means such as trade deals and investment partnerships. This way, the U.S. will curry favor with important                 
partners in the area and help turn the tide against China. If smaller, emerging economies know they have a                   
reliable partner in the U.S., they will be more likely to support American causes and oppose aggressive                 
Chinese expansionism. 
 
Terrorism and law enforcement in Asia and the Pacific are also key concerns for the U.S. In keeping with                   
our proposal to formalize the joint-effort against hostile military action in the region, the U.S. should                
increase the level of counter-terrorism coordination that is performed with India, the Philippines, and              
other neighboring countries that have significant terrorism problems. Intelligence pooling is the first step              
to doing so; without compromising gathering methods or classified information, the American            
Intelligence Community can greatly improve efficiency by solidifying its relationship with their Asian             
counterparts. With their help, the U.S. will be better able to predict, analyze, and eliminate threats that                 
emerge. Additionally, the U.S. will be more equipped to keep tabs on paramilitary and              
extra-governmental operations being undertaken in the area, particularly in Pakistan and the Philippines,             
where government-sponsored death squads and terror groups have been known to exist. At the same time,                
the U.S. should not condone the illegal, unnecessarily violent tactics that are currently employed by the                
Filipino government to address the country’s drug epidemic. The U.S. should stay clearly within the               
realm of legal and effective work to promote cooperation and achieve success. By advancing its ties with                 
those countries to include a more comprehensive intelligence effort, the U.S, will all be better able to                 
address pressing terrorism concerns. 
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President Barack Obama’s “Pivot to Asia” strategy reflected the U.S.’ recognition of the grand strategic               
importance of a major American presence in Asia. In order to preserve its status as the world’s lone                  
remaining superpower, the country will need to invest greater resources in the region and address the                
defining issues of the day. 
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Conclusion 
 
As such, we can draw several conclusions for India’s grand strategy today and what the American 
response should be to New Delhi’s  aspirations and ambitions. These conclusions resist being at the whim 
of contemporary politics, but rather provide an overarching sense of the long-term U.S. strategic 
relationship with India, in light of both parties’ enduring geopolitical aspirations.  
 
We have outlined that India’s grand strategy towards the Middle East pivots around at least four major 
goals: containing Pakistan, India’s chief geostrategic adversary both historically and in the present; 
ensuring a consistent flow of fossil fuels from the Middle East to Indian soil to fuel Indian robust 
economic development; projecting power into Central Asia, a source of both natural resources and a 
destination for Indian goods; and enhancing its military might.  
 
In response to such a strategy, we recommend that the U.S. adhere to three core principles. These 
principles stem from the assumption that it is in the interests of the U.S. to draw closer to India, a rising 
economic, diplomatic, and military power in Asia. First, the U.S. must fundamentally reassess its 
already-fraught relationship with Pakistan - a close relationship between Washington and New Delhi will 
be impossible should India perceive that the U.S. is too friendly with Islamabad. Second, the U.S. should 
push India and Iran apart through diplomatic and economic means. Finally, the U.S. should construct a 
five-pillar alliance in the Middle East, the central pillars of which would be Washington, New Delhi, 
Riyadh, Jerusalem, and Ankara. Luckily for the U.S., much of the groundwork for such a construction is 
already in place.  
 
In our assessment of India’s grand strategy in the Asia-Pacific region, the importance of strong economic 
partnerships has emerged as the defining feature of Indian involvement in the region. Yet international 
political issues still find a way to influence and dictate India’s political and military actions in the region. 
Namely, India’s political posturing against China stems from the two nations being at odds over the 
India-Pakistan issue. The India-Pakistan dyad may prove to be the policy issue with the most longevity 
and importance for the U.S. in the Eastern Hemisphere. While not the specific intent of this piece, 
compelling specific, tactical solutions to the India-Pakistan tension can be found in George Perkovich and 
Toby Dalton’s recent book Not War, Not Peace: Motivating Pakistan to Prevent Cross-Border Terrorism. 
India cannot fully assert itself globally until it dampens the threat of Pakistan-based terrorism.  
 
Issues with Pakistan aside, in East Asia India is one of the only viable strategic counterweights to China. 
As discussed in previous sections, an American-led and India-backed Pacific trade agreement would work 
to balance the economic dominance of China. Direct military action against China by either the U.S. or 
India is unlikely given the economic costs of conflict, therefore reducing the scope of action against China 
to economic, political, and diplomatic options. It is crucial, however, that the U.S. also work with India to 
increase military interoperability and maritime training exercises in order to send a clear message to 
China as it seeks to expand its geographic reach throughout the region. Without India and the U.S. 
forming a more cohesive political front, this vacuum could foster China’s rise into a new hegemon in a 
unipolar East Asia.  
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